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Swine flu East,
Swine flu West•• •
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KEAN COLLE-GE OF NEW JERSEY

No. 12

Swine flu oYer
the cuckoo's nest.

New Honors Prof{ram
Meets Senate Approval
I

by Robert Siniakin

~t---~

Guidelines for a new honors program which will
hopefully elevate Kean College to a new plateau in
education were approved by the Faculty Senate at their
meeting on November 23. The Senate also discussed the
problem of "outsiders" in the classrooms .
The honors program would
attempt to attract and keep
promising high ability students.
The program would be open to
qualified entering freshman and
sophomores, and would normally be taken to fulfill the
General Education Re quirements. Qualified upper
class students would also be
eligible for the program.
A student who wants to be enrolled in honors courses on the
1000/2000 level must have
graduated in the top 20 per cent
of his class, or have scored at or
above a cut-off point on the SAT,
computed to include the top 8
per cent of student scores at
Kean and he has been intervi ewed to determine his
motivation and maturity to take
honors courses.
A student who does not
qualify can apply to take honors
courses and support his application through recommendations, extra-curricular
involvement or by any other mean
deemed appropriate. An interview. will be required to determme the candidate's eligibility.
The honors student must
maintain a ~.25 grade point
average (GPA). for the student
already enrolled at .Kean, h~ may
enter the program if he has a 3.25
GPA and if aher being interviewed meets the requirements.
Honor programs will be
developed on the departmental
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level and on the General
Education level. The individual
L,.
department will be responsible
for developing its own standards
for admissions .
To graduate with honors in a
major field a student must
successfully complete the
honors courses, complete a
senior thesis or other work o·f
scholarship or creativity .
In addition the student must
defend his work in an oral or
written examination conducted
by a faculty committee and must
be rank in the top 25 per cent of
the graduating class.
·
l'hoto by Steve Scheiner
According to Dorothy David Schraffenderger argues with Martin Greenberg .when his tractor trailer, full of concert equipment,
Goldberg, vice chairperson of was declared an abandoned vehicle and was nearly towed.
the Faculty Senate, an honors
section will have approximately
20 students in it. She added, that
in smaller departm~nts the class
pus Police officers so that the
by Barbara Walcoff
Sergeant John Romeno and Pat- '
size will be reduced.
Last Wednesday -at ap- brake system could be released
rolman Guy Cook told the driver
that he would be allowed to park
Spurred by the Independent proximately noon, the tractor- and the truck could be towed.
his tractor trailer overnight and
Editorial of November 18, the trailer carrying equipment from Martin Greenberg, Director of
that he would have to move it by
Faculty Senate began discussing the Melissa Manchester concert Campus Police, ordered this
7 a.m. the next morning.
the problem of collection agents was issued a summons, had a after receiving numerous comTrouble began for Schraffencoming into the classroom and window lock broken and was plaints from students.
demanding that students who nearly towed for taking up seven
derger ~n, "I looked outside
A
vehicle
is
considered
aban.
spaces in the Kean parking lot.
owe them money be given to
~urin,..iuealda5t a.~..a~., 6,.
t ;w:.... _,.-~~==f
th em.
The vehicle had been par ed doned according to Greenberg
"after 24 hours or when you can't
there
from
3
A.M.,
after
The truck wa s not towed b ut a
According to Fred Marder,exlocate the owner." Greenbers
ecutive assistanttothe President, equipment from the CCB spon- verified thaT' they had trfed to ....._. .,..._ -•Hd. The
sored concert the night before
summons will be paid for or
locate the driver.
there is a policy that states that
had been packed up, until noon
fought against by
Bhange
no one should interfere with the
Enginerring, Schraffenderger's
when a municipal summons was
The
driver,
David
Schraffeneducational processes. He
own trucking company .
derger said, "Last night two cops
added, "If a person does, and issued for an abandoned vehicle.
The lock on the vent window escorted me here. I told them I
Schraffenderger called the sumdoes not leave, he can be
had
been
jimmied
open
by
Cammons
inappropriate (24 hours is
would
be
leaving
and
they
said
it
removed forcibly.
not 3 A.M. - noon) and thought
would be ok until about noon."
that it should be dismissed.
He added, "They even helped
Greenberg said that the courts
me
park."
Schraffenberger
parked and went to catch some
will decide if the ticket shou Id be
will converge upon Downs Hall sored by the Model Ra ilroad sleep in the Town and Campus.
by Robert Kern
dismissed.
M o del Rail roaders, railophiles at Kean College December4 and Cl ub, Inc. of Union, the -show has
(Continued on page 3)
According to Greenberg,
and people who just run the 5 for the Sixth Annual Model grown over the years to the
trains around the Christmas tree Railroad Hobby Show. Spon- largest of its kind in the Northea st f eat uring over 8,000
square feet o f exh ibits.
Among the featured exhibits
will be operating layouts in a
variety of sizes and types,
demonstrations of the many
Campus Police Officers Ka ren
Two persons who had broken
facets of modeling, . including into and stolen items from ca rs in
Co nnelly and Guy Cook, asfreight car construction, scenery, the Kea n pa rki ng lot w ere apsigned to t he Neighborhood
structures, and custom painting. prehended by Campus Pol ice ofTeam Police Unit , were on patrol
Rai lroad movies and slides will fice rs o n November 19, 1976.
w hen , during the evening
be shown throughout the show. One person, a j uven ile, w as
observed two persons acting susAlso offered is a White released to Juven ile Authorities,
piciously in the Kean parking
Elephant Table. People havi ng and t he other, identified as Keith
area . While interviewing both
equipment they wish to sell may W . Walker, age 18, o f Cardiff,
men, the Police Officers noticed
bring them to the Model New Jersey, was charged w it h
a screwd river and a hammer sticRailroad Club at the foot of possessi on of b u rglary tools,
king out of the pocket of Walker.
Jefferson Ave. in Union on Friday breaking and entering and
Upon further investi gation, the
between 7 and 9 p.m. The person larceny and possessio n of stolen
Police Officers d i scovered
will be given a recei pt and the property.
Walker to be in possession of
items will be tagged. The Club
eight track tape cases and
keeps ten per cent of the selling
n umerous tapes and several
price and there is no charge for
speakers .
anything not sold.
Meanwhile, several students
reported to Police that their cars
People may also b ring saleable
were broken into and described
b y B. R. Schwartz
it ems with them to the show.
The Campus Police car, driven t he articles stolen which matMany
ot
her
var
ious
displays
and
Pho to b y Steve Scheiner
by Gloria Oatman, was damaged ched t hat property possessed by
demonstrations w ill be provi ded
at 2:00 p.m. on November 13th as Walker, wh ich were subsequen- _
According to Mr. Sandor, Public Health Officer of Elizabeth, a large by var io us clu bs , r ailfa n
Shirley Colon of New York' tly identified by the student
turn-out is expected at the swine flu vaccination centers "due to the organizati ons,
manufact urers,
pulled
out of the residents' 20- owners.
_isolated case in Missouri. We've had the telephone ringing off the and dealers. M odel -railroad
Martin Greenberg, Di rector of
hook all day." The man pictured above received his shot at the oriented items of all kin ds wi ll be minute parki ng area into OatCampus Police, stated that
Bayway Community Center earlier in the week.
man
's
door.
offered for sale.
Elizabeth will be serving the Union County area starting November
No injuries were reported and Walker was arraigned in Union
Ro bert Volk, chairman of the
30th at designated areas free of charge to residents. (See back page Hobby Show Committee for the
damages were minor. Colon, a Municipal Court and released on
for schedule.) Dormitory students may receive the innoculations as : l ub stat ed t hat "( Model
visitor to the dorms, drove a 1967 $500.00 bail. Walker and t he
they are considered part of Elizabeth. If commuting students wish to Railroading) encompasses a Ford. Her right front fender was juvenile, accord ing to Di rector
Greenberg, are not students but
take theirs at this time, bring along Kean ColleRe identification •
w ide variety of interests. Just damaged. The driver's side door
of the Campus · Police car was did have intentions of visiting
Volunteers are needed to help register participants. Anyone
(Continued on.back page)
with friends at Bartlett Hall.
dented.
interested is asked to call 353-6000. Ask for Mr. Sandor.

Concert Truck Creates Stir

Railroaders To Visit Kean

Flu Shots Avai'lable To KC

Campus Po/;ce Catch
Park;nf{ Lot Th;eves

Accident Dents
CP Patrol Car
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Railroading Interest Increases
The Pacific Southern Ra ilway,
the largest HO gauge model
railroad club in the State o f New
Jersey, recently conducted a
survey among the thousands of
visitors to its massive 40' x 80'
layout.
There were some surprising
answers to the questions asked.
For example, more than half the
visitors polled, primarily those
under 25, had never ridden in a
train . More than 10% had never
even seen a train, let alone
ridden in one. Finally, less than
40% of the visitors could
properly identify such common
_railroad terms as " Pullman",
"Spur", " Siding", etc.
Do these results portend an
end to model railroading?
Probably not. The attendance at
the Pacific Southern's model
railroading spectacular has increased every year for the past 10
years and membership in the
National Model Railroading Association has shown a similar
yearly increase. Of course, it's
hard to figure why interest in this
fascinating hobby is on the upturn while at t-he same time, the
real railroads are in ser:ous financial difficulty and slowly going
bankrupt. Perhaps it's merely
part of the nostalgia craze that is
sweeping the nation.
This year the Pacific Southern's
exhibition will be held on Saturday, December 4th and Sunday,
December 5th and again on
Saturday, December 11th and
Sunday,. December 12th, 1976.
The shows are given every hour,
on the hour, beginning at 9:00
a.m . on Saturdays and 11 :00 a.m.
on Sundays. The last·shows begin
at 5:00 p.m.
On Saturdays, the 9, 10, 11 and
noon shows are each limited to
100 persons and advance reservlllations
are reoquired . The same is

•

,

Christopher Pastore, age 2, of Princeton, N.J. looks somewhat upset
at the complexity of a control panel at the Pacific Southern Railway
New Jersey's largest model railroad.
'

true of the 11 :00 a.m. and noon
shows on Sundays. No reservations are necessary for the
remaining shows ;
however,
tickets may be purchased in advance on the actual day of the
show.
The ever-popular circus train
will again wend its way overdose
to 100 scale miles of track and,
this year, the fabulous Big Top is
finally completed. This model,
which was built by one of the
club members without assistance
from any other dub member,
represents over 10,000 hours of
painstaking labor.
Unlimited, free parking is

•

by Haight Ashburry
With that jolly merry season
upon us once more, now, early
in the first weeks is the ideal time
to do some of that ongoing
process of obtaining the rTght gift
for the right person. Here I will
present some possible suggestions for gifts for your doper
friends (and perhaps somethings
that you can do some hinting
about for yourself!) .
Of course the offerings range
from the ridiculous to the
sublime as does any category of
capitalistic endeavors. So why
not start with a cute little item
that wiil cost $70. Although very
pretty and I bet it works very
well, I wonder if a pipe imported
straight from Mexico is worth a
$70 high without the pot. A true
piece of art that might be more
worthy of $70 is a Meerschaum
Turkish carved pipe. The range
of pipe prices goes from $70
(although there probably are
higher priced ones) to $1.00. A
broad range of colors and types
are offered and I suggest if you
think " highly" enough to buy
someone a pipe, don't insult
your taste and get one below $5.
Beauties within a reasooable
price range can be obtained at a
local head shop, but if you are
interested in really investing,
High Times really covers the
market.
If a pipe is too conventional for
your taste, perhaps a bong would
suit your fancy. Like pipes, bongs
come made of many varied
materials. The plastic bongs
seem to be the cheapest on the
market and cost anywhere

Admission to the reserved
shows is $2.50, and $1.50 to the
unreserved shows. All proceeds
are given to local charities . For
reservations and further · information please call (201) 5363402 or (609) 921-9276.

The United States Civil Service
Commission is recruiting for
qualified candidates who are
interested in receiving conside rat ion for Education
Program Specialist career
positions at the GS-9 ($14,097) ,
GS-11 ($17,056) , and GS-12
($20,442) grade levels in a
number of Federal agencies in
the Washington, D.C. area.
'
The positions exist in a variety
of program areas, including
Education of the Handicapped,
Bilingual
Education,
Indian
Education, Adult Education,
Vocational
and Technical
Education, .Elementary, Secondary
and
Post-Secondary
Education, Education of the
Mentally Retarded, Education of
the Emotionally Disturbed, and
Education of the Disadvantaged.
Education Program Specialists
conduct research and provide
assistance in planning curriculum content and methods of
teaching. This will include advising officials of school systems
and community groups concerning technical phases of
educational programs and advise
local officials in the application
of
approved
educational
methods for their individual
school
and
community.

Student Competition Slated
A totalofS,s,0OOisavailableto
young composers in the lSth annual BMI Awards to Student
Composers competition sponsored by Broadcast Music, 1nc.
(BMI) , a performing rights licensing organization.
Established in 1951 by BMI in
coo per at ion
with music

·

educatsorsa:d composers, the
,

PE f\
·

available at the Gamma-Tech
Building (near Montgomery
Shopping Center) at the
intersection of Routes 206 and
518, 5 miles north of Princeton.
Free shuttle busses will take
visitors from the parking lot to
the club. Refreshments will be
available and free movies will be
shown.

Candidates Sought For
Specialist Careers

0 RN E R.
between $4 and $10. As one gets
a little classier, naturally the price
goes up. For instance, a solid oak
bong will run you $15 _The nicest
looking, in my humble opinion,
are the glass bongs. They run the
range of $6 to the highest I have
encountered, $45. A last word
about bongs is to inform you of
this ingenius little game invented
to make your bong smoking
more fun . It's called "Pong
Bong" and it's a game in which
two to four tokers battle to hurl
the ball through the tunnels

while getting stoned. It's $15.95
a_ndsoun?slikefun(atleastthe
first few times).
For any really paranoid
friends, a variety of bugging and
anti-bugging
devices
are
available. These run into (alot)
more money. One of the
cheapest costs $29.95 and one of
the most expensive is offered for
$28,000.
There are so many other
offerings for the sophisticated
doper and I hardly have the
space to tell you about all of
them, but here I would like to
offer a few more. For cocaine
users, possibilities are a solid
gold coke Spoon ($35), a morter
and pestle set ($45), or a coke
mirror ($10). For pot smokers, a
real ingenious little investment
comes for $5. This is a roach clip
in the form of a key that opens
and closes so that it will remain
inconspicuous. There are also
stash boxes ($5-$25) , smoking
stones ($2-$10), deseeders ($7$20), perfect joint rollers ($3-$5),

BMI Awards project annually
gives cash prizes to encourage
the creation of concert music by
student composers (under the
age of 26) of the Western Hemisphere and to aid them in financing their musical education.
Prizes ranging from $300 to
$2,500 will be awarded atthe dis-

~:t!~;d~~~~!~~?~:~~

::e

1r~!
8 to 25, have received BMI
Awards.

The 1976 BMI Awards
competition is open to student
composers who are citizens or
permanent residents of the
Western Hemisphere and are
enrolled in accredited secondary
schools, colleges and conservatories or are engaged in
private stu?y with recognized
and established teachers. Entra~ts mus~ not have reached
their 26th birth_da_y by December
31 , ~976. No li~1tat1ons are _estabhshed as to instrument~t1on
or leng th of works submitted.
st udents may ent~~ no m<;>re
than one compos1t1on , which
nee_d not have been composed
during the year of entry.
ThE: pe~manent chairman of
th e Judging panel for B~I
A~a-rd s t 0 st udent C_o~po~ers is
Wilham Schuman, d1stingu1shed

American composer.
Others who served as judges in
the 1975 competition were
George Crumb, Ross Lee Fin_n ey,
Harley Gaber, Ulysses Kay (who
also serves as consultant), David
Koblitz, Donald Lybbert, Daniel
Pinkham, Lester Trimble and
Frank Wigglesworth.
The 1976 competition closes
February 15, 1977. Official rules

and entry blanks are available
from Oliver Daniel, Director,
BMI Awards to Student Composers, Broadcast Music, Inc., 40
West 57th Street, New York, New
York 10019.

Minimum
requirements for
these positions are a Master's
degree in any field, or experience as an Education
Program Specialist.
A limited number of copies of
the Education Program Specialist
job announcement containing
information on the specific
qualifications needed are
available at Federal Job Information Centers. You may obtain a copy by visiting, writing or
telephoning the nearest Federal
Job ~nformation Center, the address and phone number of
which are found in the White
Pages of the telephone directory
under " U.S. Government."
If the directory does not include such a listing, you can call

(Continued on page 12)
A newly formed theater
company invites interested
persons to join its ranks. The
Claremont
Repertory
Theater will give area
residents an opportunity for
serious production work in
all phases of the art. Professionals from the fields of
music, theater and mass
media comprise the core of
the group.
As a first effort,
Claremont will join forces
with the YWCA of Elizabeth.
This organization will house
the
company
during
auditions and rehearsals for
its first production. "One
Summer"
an original
musical, has been chosen to
open the season.
Claremont
welcomes
adults of all ages to audition.
Those interested in onstage
or backstage work should
~ • to 1131 E..r .,.,_.,,
Street, in Elizabeth. Company members will greet
you on Thursday and Friday
nights, between 7 and 9
p.m. For directions, call
, 355- 1500.

Taking A One Way Trip
(CPS)-lf you' re planning to
take Allegheny Airlines home for
the holidays, good luck.
A recent study by the London
Sunday Times shows the heavily-used East Coast carrier is less
safe than any other U.S. airline.
The Times compared the
number of passengers flown
with the number of fatal crashes
for the world's major airlines
over the past 25years to come up
with its data. Allegheny has
flown 67 million passengers and
suffered 5 fatal crashes over this

time, in which 152 customers lost
their lives. Its safety record
comes out one and a half times
worse than the world average.

exam for its enrolled graduate
students, and the fee is paid by
the school.
• The price of the four-volume
Graduate Programs and Admissions Manual for the 1976-77
school year will be cut from $3.50
to $3.00 per volume.
• The price for the sample aptitude test has been reduced to
~ .00 from last year's cost of
$1.25.
Additionally, in order to make
the GRE available to as broad a
range of students as possible, the
GRE Board has enlarged
eligibility requirements for the
GRE Fee Waiver Program.
Students now eligible for fee
waivers are those who are
currently enrolled . as seniors in
college, are receiving financial
aid, and have an estimated
parental contribution of $200 per
year or less. The Fee Waiver also
now applies to national and
other test administrations.
As in the past, the fee waiver

will be used only to defray the
cost of the test. It will not be used
to offset the costs of additional or
supplemental fees such as the
walk-in fee or the Special Administration surcharge.

Overall , The Times reported,
U.S. airlines have been consistently safer than the planet's
other airlines. Delta has the
safest record with nine times a
better record than the world
average . Romania's Tarom
Airlines, with a record 20 times
worse than the world average, is
the most dangerous.

ETS Ma1n
• t a1ns
• · Gra d serv1ces
•

PRINCETON,
N.J.-Despite
inflation, costs
to
college
students usirig the various services offered by the Graduate
Record Examinations Board have
remained level and in some areas
decreased, according to
Educational
Testing
Service
(ETS), which administers the
programs for the Board.

For the third consecutive year
prices for the Graduate Record
Examinations (GRE) national administrations ,
offered
nationwide six times per year,
will be held at$10.50eachforthe
Aptitude Test and one of the 19
Advanced Tests.
In addition, costs for three
other services offered by the
GRE Board have been reduced,
largely due to increased use:
• The per-test cost of the GRE
Local Administrations has been
reduced from $8.00 to $5.50.
Local administrations are used
(Continued on page 3) only by the school offering the

The four-volume Graduate
Programs and Admissions
Manual
lists pertinent · information about graduate
institutions
throughout
the
country as well as a sample aptitude test. The four volumes of
the manual are divided by study
areas: Volume A - Biological
Sciences, Health Sciences and
related fields; Volume B - Arts
and Humanities; Volume C Physical Sciences, Mathematics
and Engineering; Volume D Social Sciences and Education.
ETS administers the GRE
program for the 17-member GRE
Board, which was formed in affiliation with the Council of
Graduate Schools and the Association of Graduate Schools.
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Simple Steps Could Save A L[fe
In the Spring of 1773, Patsy
Custis, stepdaughter of our First
President, died at the age of sixteen while in a convulsive state
due to epilepsy. According to
George Washington, she died
"without uttering a word, a
groan or scarce a sigh."
Much has been learned about
the control of epilepsy since, and
prospects for Patsy would have
been very optimistic had she
lived in this our Bicentennial
year. Modern treatment and
medical advances have made
deaths from epilepsy rare today.
The New Jersey Chapter/ Epilepsy Foundation of America has
some timely advice for you.
Actually, the Chapter believes
any time is a good time to help
people protect ·their health. But
now is especially appropriate,

because November was National
Epil epsy Month - the Foundation's annual drive to get the
facts across to the public about a
disorder that affects 4,!)00,000
Americans and an estimated
100,000 New Jerseyans.
· One piece of advice the Foundation is dispensing this yea rconcerns what to do if someone
near you has an epileptic'seizure.
According to A . B. Baker, M.D., a
member of the Foundation 's
Professional Advisory Board, the
first rule is a simple one: " Keep
Calm. " The patient is not in pain
or in danger. There is little you
can do to help the patient until
the seizure is over.
Rule number · two: "Hands
off!" Don 't touch the patient
uhless it is absolutely necessary
to prevent him from hurting
himself. If you have a blanket
handy, yo u might try to place it
near or under the patient - but
(Cuntinued from page 2)
don't even d o that if you have to
carbarators ($2-$15) and all so rts restrain h is movements needlesof good ies. For ·any doper, a sly.
Never put a spo on or other
yea r's subscri ption to High Times
hard · o bject in the pa t ient 's
. ($14) might be n ice.
For the less (or more) ven- mouth - he might break some
turous, there are all kinds of legal teeth or even injure his jaw.
highs that promise so much Don ' t worry about him
(especially in the way of sexual " swallowing his tongue" fantasies). There's the cosmic that's a physical impossibility.
It isn 't usually necessary to call
think drink for $1 (per ounce),
organic speed (Kola nut tea) for a doctor unless the convulsion
$5, or even lettuce opium for $4. lasts for more than 10 minutes or
Some might want to try a social re-occurs immediately.
Once the seizure is over, be
aphrodisiac product like Volupte
gentle. Don 't make a big fuss
for $5.95 .
These are all mere suggestions. over the patient, and let him rest
Use your imagination and not if he ·wants to. As Dr. Baker says,
necessarily your sensible head. " If you exercise as fast as you
could for even a few minutes,
Your friend will love you for it.
you would feel tired too - or
maybe even a bit dizzy or unable
to think clearly."
What causes epilepsy? There
are a variety of causes, about half
of which can be traced to some
form of brain damage, such as
tumors, lesions, head injuries
caused by falls, and other ac.cidents, or birth injuries. A few
cases seem to be the result of
inherited abnormalities in the
body's chemical system,
although doctors say that the
hereditary factor is not nearly as
significant as was once believed.
Seizures happen when one or
more of the brain's billions of
tiny cells discharge too much
electrical energy. This interferes
(Continued from page 1)
with normal brain activity and
Schraffenderger got a little
causes one of the many forms of
satisfaction when told that he
epileptic seizures that can take
could send his bill to fix the winplace, depending on the portion
dow (estimated $50) to Mr.
of the brain that is affected.
Korley, Vice-President of AdBut what causes a specific
ministration and Finance and the
epileptic seizure? It's often difcollege would pay for it.

Doper's Corner

Concert
Truck

ficult to say, in any particular
case. There are persons with
epilepsy whose seizures can be
triggered by the mere act of
reading, or looking a_t waving
patterns of colors. Flashing
psychedelic lights causes a series
of seizures in a London drs~
cotheque. Among some people
with epilepsy, loud noises, certain songs, and even going to
sleep seem to cause seizures.
The Foundation also points
out that people with epilepsy
should protect themselves
against head miuries. They
should wear crash helmets or
head protectors when engaging
in body contact or fast sports,
and they should certainly wear
seat belts in automobiles at all
times .. .of course, that's good
advice for . everyone, whether
you have the disorder or not.
One way to help prevent
epilepsy - or, at any rate , the
virus infections that in some
people can lead to epilepsy - is
to keep careful watch on hig h
fevers in ch ildren, and to make
use of available va ccines against
meas l es·, German measles ,
mumps, and other childhood
diseases.
Pregnant women should
protect their health and the
baby's by avoiding anyone with
suspected German . measles.
They should also visit their doctor regularly, fol·low his advice,
and always check with . him
before taking any kind of
medication .
For more information about
epilepsy, contact the New Jersey
Chapter of the Epilepsy Foundation of America, 150 Main
Street, P. 0. Box 364, Metuchen,
New Jersey 08840, telephone:
201-548-4610.
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School Seniors Polled to
Reveal Prim ary Concerns
While the national pollsters
concentrated on the political
elections, a recent survey of
young people indicates that their
primary personal concerns are
jobs, money and higher
education . When questioned on
social issues, the same group expressed little of the concern that
sparked young people to protest
during the Viet Nam era.
The survey of 1,200 high school
and college seniors and young
working people - all between ,
the ages of 17 to 30 - was conducted by students of sociology
and marketing at Georgia Tech,
Howard University, University of
Illinois at Chicago Circle, St.
Louis University, Rice University;
the City College of New York
and the University, of Southern
California.
Here are some of the
highlights that the survey, spo nsored by Shulton, Inc., makers of
men's and wome n's 'toi letri es
showed.
• Getting into the college of
their choice was the primary
concern of nearly 40 percent of
the high school seniors .
• As expected, the key objective for 51 percent of college
seniors was to achieve high
grades to enable them to find
jobs within the area of their
specialization .
·
• The under-30 work force put
more money (30 percent) as their
No. 1 target. Getting married,
raising a family, friends and personal fulfillment followed in that
order.
On social issues, the views of
each group varied depending on
age. While 43 percent of the high
school seniors said their primary

$100 Pffered to Quit~ers
(CPS)-lt's a hard one to
swallow, but not all capitalist
roaders are solely concerned
with extracting the maximum
amount of production out of
their time-docked and brownbagged workers.
Jim Miller, head of lntermatic,

Inc. in Spring Grove, Illinois, has
opened
a
non-smoking
parimutuel window in his plant
where employees can bet up to
$100 that they can kick their
nicotine habit. So far, 39 people
have bet on themselves to quit.
"If they bet $100 for ins__tance,
and win, I'll pay them $100. The
odds are good and I'll be a very
happy loser. If they can't quit,
their bets will goto the American
Cancer Society," Miller explained.
Vice-slashing schemes are
nothing new to Miller. Last year
he offered overweight workers
$3 for every pound they shed and
wound up with a whopping bill
of $3 ,774.

concern was politics, the figure
dropped to 28 percent for
college seniors .and only 13
percent for those in the business
world, who put the economy issue as their top priority.
A similar trend was noted on
the environment. The high
school figure was 29 percent citing the environment as their
primary social concern , against
13 percent for the college seni ors
and 10 percent for those employed.

Foreign affairs, surprisingly,
had little impact as far as the 17to-30 age group was concerned.
Less than 8 percent of working
people mentioned foreign· affairs as a key worry. This dropped
to 6 percent for the college
seniors and a few scattered votes
among high school seniors.
Another major surprise of the
survey was that the crime issue
ranked fourth among the working people beyond the
economy, politics and environment and received little
support as a primary concern
among high school and college
seniors.
The students who conducted
the surveys took note of the apparent decline in activism-among
young people. One report
noted: "lt the same I M ~

been done eight years ago, the
" ' 7 ! ~ n s e tothequ~tlon of sodaf concerns probably
would have been 'the war'."
Another group found no
evidence of "the frequently
reported finding that there is a
great concern among youth for
social issues or the problems of
the community . Idealism did not
surface i.n this study. "
Another of the surveys concluded flatly that "it appears that
the idealism of the sixties has
given way to bread and butter issues."
The surveys were commissioned by Shulton, Inc. to
determine the issues deemed
_important by young people
when questioned by their peers.

Springsteen's Band Rising To Top In U.S.
(CPS)-lt's been more than a
year since the ad hucksters at
Columbia Records and a few
hyperbolic critics declared Bruce
Springsteen the fave rave idol of
the music world . More than a

year since glossy posters of the
glamour boy from the gutters of
New Jersey were · pasted on
mailboxes and back alley
landmarks in the cities. A year
since Time and Newsweek

Springsteen fave rave idol of the music world.

capped off the staged spectacle
by putting the overnight sensation on their covers.
It was enough to make a rock
and roller give up.
Long time Springsteen fanatics
grumbled that their hero was
wash~d up, that all the jive
hoopla would go to his head.
Worst of all , johnny-comelatelies would be stealing their
act, forcing Springsteen to play
in mammoth stad iums and
basketball arenas . The
Springsteen cult started in a
bunch of small , Jersey seaside
bars was no longer a cult; the
Boss now had a national following and his original fans were
pissed.
But Springsteen kept his cool
and shied away from the luxury
life superstardom accrues.
And now the Columbia
hypesters are at it again , churning out reams of publicity for
another New Jersey band ,
Springsteen 's old
cronies
Southside Johnny and the Asbury Jukes. The group is just star-

ting to catch on nationally and is
currently touring the smoky bars
and tiny halls that Springsteen
played two years ago. Reports
from all over the country say that
Southside Johnny is blowing
audiences away at every stop,
knocking the socks right off the
screaming fans ..
" The next song never made it
as a hit, but I don 't give a fuck, I
love it anyway ," snorted
Southside Johnny to a revved up
Denver crowd before moving
into " I Don 't Wanna Go Home,"
a rocker that's making the FM
playlists these days.
It doesn' t take long for the 27
yea r old former blue collar
worker to wow the crowd he's
playing to. Southside Johnny 's
got a great rap and an even
better voice. Looking like a rejuvenated John Lennon , he struts
around the stage, his three piece
black velvet suit shining in the
spotlights, blood red rose sticking out of his lapel, and snaps
his hands at the band, motioning
a finish to the song.

The group is out of the Springsteen-Van
Morrison-Band
tradition , but leans a bit more to
rhythm and blues, covering
songs by the likes of Ray Charles,
Bo Diddley and Sam Cooke. A
few originals are thrown into the
set as well as one or two by the
Boss himself.
The energy level at a Southside
Johnny performance can' t be
topped, and some rock journalists are cla iming that the
group cooks harder than even
Springsteen 's E Street Band .
Southside Johnny closes a
show with a ten minute stomp
yer feet and sing along version of
" We' re Having a . Party," and
then performs as many encores
as a crowd yells for.
·
So with
the spectacular
reviews the group is receiv in g,
it's obvious that Southside
Johnny and the Asbur y Jukes
aren 't long forthe bar circu it and
soon they' ll be playing s~cond
bill to no one, not even the Boss
himself. And that's a pretty mean
feat.
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EDITORIAL ·
Carousel Good Ride

Last week, tt,ere appeared on these same -pages a letter in
which the author, a dorm student, complained of the lack o f activities on this campus. Considering the nature of organi zat ions
such as the Independent, a student run organization , we fel t it
-necessary to I ist al I those groups that are funded by Student Org .
That is they are funded through the $35.00 activities fee that all
students pay at the outset of each semester.
Athietics
Class of 1977
Class of 1978
College Center Board
Comm.-Help Center
Coun. for Except. Ch.
Capital Expend.
Day Care Center
English Club
Grubstreet Writer
Independent
KCTV
Management Science
Memorabilia
National Student Assoc.

Parent Line
Political Sci. Club
Psychology Club
Residents' Assoc.
Science Organization
S.C.A.T.E.
Social Comm .
Social Work Club
Spanish Cult. Soc. Club
Squires' 1st Aid
Student Coun<:il
Student Org. Projects
Third World Movement
Townsend Lecture
WNSC-Radio

. ~unday, November 14 was the special matinee day for senior
crtrzens to see that marvellous Rodgers and Hammerstein musical
"Carousel". T.P.A. was filled to capacity. The show was a success. The
theatre gr?up ?f _Kean Colle~e can be proud o f their great per!ormance rn this frne produ ction . Every sen ior citizen present enJoyed the beautiful singing, great acting and dancing. The staging was
very gootj; the orchestra pla yed very well. Director Jason Teran is to
be congratulated on the grand job he and all those involved accompl ished.
A Sen ior Citizen
Mrs. Mary McTaggart
1052 Chester Street
Hillside , N.J.

Grubbing for Writers
Letter to the Editor :
Grubstreet is your literary magazine. It already has your poems,
short stories. What it needs are There's an author you like. In fact, you praise him . It's a theme you
find running through his novels . It's the way he presents an image: so
precise. It's his characters. Then write an essay. Expound. Let your
praise and insight, your intelligence, caress a page, or pages, of your
literary magazine. Conrad? Camus? Beckett? Pinter? Steinbeck?
Crane? Poe? Vonnegut? Kafka? there are hundreds more. Talk .about
one as though you carry his pen around in your pocket. Be that sure.
Readers will be sure. So how about it. Perhaps take two authors, find
some gorgeous comparison or some untamed contrast, and write
about this. Take two works. Do the same. You liked a novel? you
didn't.. .
And films too. " Citizen Kane" let's say, you disagree -for instance then tell us why you don 't think it is one of the greatest films . Why is
"Casablanca" a classid There are profound films . Speak of one. Is it
really' so profound? If so, enlighten our guts, or write a review of a
recent film , or take the progression of a genre. Let's say the musical:
from just two films here " Gold Diggers of 1933" to " Cabaret".
You ' re a writer. You write poems. You ' re pretty good. Then tell us
what it's like to progress as a poet, what you think about style, technique . What's this rhythym that a poem wants? Does a poem have to be
stamped with the poet's thumbprint, or there are hundreds of other
things to tillk about. If not, well there won't be much else than short

The above list does not include monies allocated for scholar-

ship funds, the off-shoot programs such as Monday Night Jazz ,
film festivals, All College Parties, and countless programs that
each of the individual groups put on through their own
budgets.
When speaking to members of some of the other funded
groups we found that the general feeling is that of "too much
work for too few people." In other words almost all the groups
could use larger staffs, something that ought to be able to fil I up
the needs and time of the 1,000 dorm residents who feel t hat
there is nothing else to do but go to the gym or the pub.

stories and poems. But there must be more to write about! Talk about
what it's like to look at a shoe for an hour while dusk turns to dark.
(Continued on page ~)
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Talk about how this shoe, whether it be a patent leather or hush puppy, effects your stability, your critical eye, that observant eye, how it
improves, this shoe, your observation for noticing certain little details
of obscure tangibles, how you can speak more clearer and freer when
it comes to communication of ideas and images, in a poem, in a story,
in a film review, in an essay.
How about iH
Daniel Lamberti

In forming any type of organization, political or non-politrcal , the
creators or master minds attempt to bind people together under common
similiarities and goals. Organizations are rarely formed by chance but are
born out of a dream by a few and are transformed into reality because of a·
certain need of the population. People are extremely hesitant to join any
organization unless it will directly benefit ther:n,

Parking Less
Dear Editor,
On November 16, 1976, I received a parking ticket in the Vaughn
Easmes area for not having a full time parking sticker on my car. In
September I did not pay the ten dollars for the sticker because I feel
the sticker should be included in the tuition. Paying for the privilege
to park in any lot at this state college is unfair. I' m sure the fee for the
parking sticker goes for the support of the Police Department. What I
would like to seriously suggest is that perhaps the full time student be
given a parking sticker included in their tuition and not have an additional fee for parking.
In The Future
David Rosen

SENIORS
Last chance for senior photos - sign up
on yearbook door now for week of Dec.
6th.

Passaic County NOW and The New Jersey State

Bar Association will present "Women - What
Are Your Rightsl" The program, dealing with
women and the law, will feature a speech by a
member of the N.J. State Bar Association

followed by a question-and-answer period.
The program will be held at the Passaic
YWCA on January 13, 19n at 8 p.m. The public
'

Affiliating yourself with a certain group for some type of identification is
often the case. People want to be identifiable. Therefore, there is a need
for social and political parties. On campus sororities and fraternities foster
the idea of identification better than any groups on campus. They are
successful because they give a person a feeling of " belonging." These
organizations exemplify " school spirit," a term we often associate with our
high school days. It is a sense of pride· in the institution in which you
belong.
Presently, a few creators or sh ould I say dreamers, are makin g an attempt
to bring the students of Kea n College under a common bon d. This new
organization is called the Koalition of Participating Students (KOPS) .
Claiming to have something for everyone, KOPS motto is " for · the
students, of the students, by the students. " Sound familiar?
KOPS is planning to stage a pep rally on December 31 during the college
hour for the basketball team. Speaking to the music ensemble and athletic
department, KOPS first step is to initiate a pep band. Next will be to get
students to come to a pep rally through nursing in them a sense of school
identification. Flyers will be circulated around campus. Buttons with ribbons will be issued. Everyone will feel they're back in~_high s,nool <!g~lfl.

is invited to attend.
Passaic County National Organization for
Women

~

if
@~

FREE
LEGAL SERVICES
Counseling By A Practicing Attorney
Every Thursday from 1:00 P.M. to 5:00 P.M.
STUDENT ORGANIZATION OFFICES COLLEGE CENTER BLDG

if@

-rl~~>

KOPS is a serious attempt to develop school spirit. The intent of the
group is good. KOPS is trying to make Kean College more than just an
institution of higher learning, but a second home for its ~tudents. But they
fail to realize that they are not offering the students anything new. The
physical education majors might go to the pep rally. There might ~e ten
people in the band. But the fraternities and sororities will still be in the
snack bar. The Spanish will still be in Willis Hall. The "sloanies" will still be
in the lounge. Everyone else will be keeping warm in the buildi~gs, and
there will be about twenty students at the pep rally. So, what else 1s new?
·
Joe Suliga, Jr.

Kean College of New J. . .,
PROBLE~B?
Landlord-tenant
Divorce
Traffic violations
Contracts .
Criminal

Consumer
Government Benefits
Insurance
Employment

"You Name It"
Call . . - tor lnlonullon

·The OP-Ed fs a vehicle for anyone in the campus community to express an opinion that would be
interesting, entertaining or otherwise valuable. All articles should be limited to 600 words and submitted by 3:00 p.m. Friday.
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by Robert Kern
intent upon greed perhaps you
Good heavens! December might consider an old-fashioned
already (I better start going to Christmas with a . few oldclass). I've just now recovered fashioned Christmas treats. But
from gorging myself on turkey who can show you, dear readers
and stuffing, along with the yams (both of you), how to prepare
and mashed and cranberries and these old favor ites? Search no
gravy and peas and corn and pie ,more. I am he. Who? t he guy to
show you how to prepare . .. oh
at the stadium, boots equipped and . .. excuse me, I wander:
never mind. Here we go.
Christmas
is
a
little
over
three
with battery-powered heating
What Dickens book or old
devices, maintains 72° in sub- weeks away and whi le you are
zero weather. Has unfortunate
tendency to short. out in wet
weather and , although few
deaths have been reported,
caution must be exercised.
Available in NFL team colors.
$49.95
Beefbriefs Fully edible, meatflavored underwear. Last year's
In light of this upheaval of the
by Rabbi
San Francisco sensation spreadcommunist doctrine, the Soviet
Joseph Lichtman
ing eastward giving new meanOnce ' again the spectre of government put the lid on all exit
ing to statement " Eat my shorts." repression has reared its ugly permits.
Not to be confused with Choco- head .
If a person applied for a visa to
jockeys, found to cause cavities.
This rejection of basic human another country, he was
$4.75 each in fine hardware rights should be the concern of immediately fired from his job.
stores.
all freedom loving people, regar.- After several weeks the KGB, the
Mood Car Logical sequel to . dless of religious persuasions.
Russian Secret Po1ice, invaded
last year's mood rings, the name
The repression I speak of, and their homes and demanded to
is deceptive, since this not a car the inhuman treatment of know how they could afford to
but special point that can be ap- people that I refer to, is being live since they had no income.
plied to the car you already own. practiced by the Soviet Union Before being allowed to answer,
Converts dull family sedan to against its Jewish citizens. The they were accused of dealing in
sensational personal barometer. reason I say it should be the the black market and being
Once applied according to easy- concern of every one of us, is parasites on the Russian
-to-follow instructions, auto that if a -country can deny civil government. Many were
finish will reflect mood of driver. rights to one segment of its harassed, beaten and jailed.
Car turns red in heavy traffic, population, and no protest is Their only crime being the desire
green when passed by more ex- registered, then the same repres- to breathe free.
pensive model, blue when sion can be leveled against any
Jewish activi.sts have underpayment is due. $19.95 per gal.
taken hunger strikes to show
other citizen of that country.
Swiss Penknife Watch ComThe nature of the godless defiance of the Soviet
bining the finest elements of Soviet government is to disalow government. This has led to furSwiss technology, this timepiece any manifestation of belief in a ther harassment by the KGB as
is accurate to three seconds a Supreme being. It is-because of well as· long prison terms on
millennia and has twenty-three this policy of atheism, that Rustrumped up charges.
blades.
Includes shoehorn, sian Jews have sought to leav~
During this holiday season, it
staple-remover and tire iron.
behooves us to stop a moment
the Soviet Union . For a while,
Somewhat bulky (about the size selected exit visas were given to and give thanks to the Almighty
of a softball), must be worn with the dissidents. But before long, for the privilege of living in a free
short sleeves. Cuckoo optional. other Russians, artists, authors · society. It also should stir within
$125 in brushed aluminum or and teachers, who, for a long us a prayer for those who know
simulated gold.
time were not permitted to ex- no freedom at all.
Portapee Worn
under press their views, began to
trousers, bladder-sized con- petition the Russian government
tainer straps. to leg, cannot be for permission to leave for more
detected beyond ten feet. democratic lands. It was their
Eliminates discomfort on long yearning for freedom , which
driving trips or endless meetings. prompted this protest .
(Continued on page 12)

by Buz Whelan

With only twenty-three days
'ti l Christmas, it's ti me you
started thinking of what you're
going to get for that certain
, special someone. To make the
job easier we've collected some
obscure but practical inventions
that o therwise might escape
your attention. The list is broad
enough that no matter how
picky the gift recipient, something here is sure to please.
Electric pencil Writes up to five
words a minute, costs less than
nine cents _a n hour in electricity
to operate. Slightly awkward at
four-and-a - half-pounds, but extension cord extends range upto
ten feet from outlet. Available
only in s1,1n yellow. $79.95.
The Alibi Book Over three
thousand alibis and excuses,
many believable. A,uthor ir:isists
you'll never again have to attend
boring parties, be trapped into
blind dates with great personalities or babysit for the boss.
Now you can explain why you
didn't show up, or return the call
or were three hours or three days
late. Makes entertaining reading
as well. 315 pages. $7.95.
Puroyision Designed to combat the increased permissiveness
in the television industry, this
handy device <i:onsists simply of a
thick, semi-transparent plastic
- ---:-, . : .... ~
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of the picture tube. Once ·applied it cannot be removed by inquisitive , impressionable
children. It effectively dims and
.blurs the picture so that only
vague shapes and movement can
be detected, thereby screening
out any obscene act that might
be broadcast. Optional sound
distorter also available. Order
through Citizens for Decency in
Media, Narrow Gap, N. Y. $14.95.
.Hot Foots For those cold days

by Frank Bolger

Campus women (students,
staff, and faculty) will be
interested in these items which
came to our attention this week
at the Campus Center for
Women:
·
• Dr. Sylvia Strauss, coordinator of Kean's interdisciplinary collateral program in
Women ' s Studies has announced that the following
courses will be offered for Spring
'77:
Health Education 3160 HNlth
for Women (Professor Levitan)
History 4841 Women in the
Modern Age (Professor Strauss)
Psychology 3340 Psychology of
Women (Professor Kind)
Anyone desiring further informati on concerning t hese
current course offerings or the
Women's Studies program may
contact Strauss at campus extension #2005. ·
•Dr.Donald Raichlewill teach
The American Woman (His.
5255) o n the graduate level.
• Dr. Eleanor Laudicina of
KCNJ ' s political science
departmeot has alerted the Campus Center for Women to the
Washington lnstituteforWomen
in Politics scheduled from
lanuary 3 through 21 , 1977 at

It is not unusual these days
Mount Vernon College in
Vi\lfe, (the · cafe cum conver- that, enamored of the charms of
Washington, D.C. The Institute is
sation) is planning group dis- public esteem, I descend into the
designed as a mini-semester on
cussions on December 6 and 13 arena of public debate. The issue
the theme of women in the at 8 p.m. Discussion leader Gail · is unimportant, and my own
political system. Dr. Susan
Ann Bruen titles the programs: feelings, that is my " side" ,
Tolchin is coordinator of the
" I is Not A Dirty Word! '.' and irrelevant.
Belief has its viques, I suppose,
lnstitute (an author of Clout "Assertive Training. » The cost is
and conviction its usefulness, if
Womanpower and Politics). The
$4.00 per session.
full cost of the program totals
• On Sunday, December 5 only as fodder for the cannon.
$483 and includes tuition and
from 12 noon until 3 p.m. But the happy fact is that such
room and board. Contact Channel 13 has programmed a rhetorical skirmishes do not reLaudicina or the Campus Center WNET Reports: Human Sex- quire a particular persuasion. To
for Women for details.
uality. Viewers will be given the the contrary, a healthy case
• Montclair State's Women's opportunity to telephone their might be made that the battle is
Center has scheduled an
concerns surrounding sexuality deadened by the need to defead
arid
preposterous
Educational WorJ<shop -on
to sexologists Helen Singer sacred
Divorce for Saturday, December
Kaplan and Dr. John Money (of notions.
I would even venture that
4 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. The Johns Hopkins University, and a
agenda includes discussion on pioneer in sex research) among there is no greater enemy of
sparkling conversation, of cractax laws, other financial and legal others.
aspects o f marital breakdowns,
• This month, historically, kling phrases and flying embers,
and the psychosocial prob lems Mary Mcleod Bethune founds of ribaldry and genuine wit than
this transitional phase can create. the National Council of Negro the "cherished belief." Imagine
The fee is $5.00; bring you r own Women, 1935 .. . Emily Dickinson, the tone of talk as a Poli-Sci
lunch!
·
born, 1830. .. Margaret Mead, pinko undergraduate tackles a
Legionaire. The result invariably
• Chatl!am Township's Joie de born, 1901.
would resemble either a glossary
I Next week, please include the following item in the WOMAN SPACEf of sandlot biology, or a barroom
I section of The Independent:
I brawl.
I Item or event - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I For this reason I prefer arguing
I Place, date and time _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I things theoretica l, say, the
I Source _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I honesty of politicians, the rights .
I Your· n a m e - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - I o f citizens under the
Please return all suggestions to: The Campus Center for Women,
Constitution, or the virtues of
New Morality, to things ac, ~~~~~~~ding.
J the
tual. Tell a man his daughter

r------------------------------,

I
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fashioned Christmas would be
complete without Plum Pudding? There are two recognized
recipes and I, not being single
minded, will give you both.
For regular plum pudding take
½ lb. each of fi nely cut candied
lemon peel and candied orange
pee l and ½ lb. pitted dates and 1
cup blanched almonds . Combine the fruits a nd nuts with 1
pound each of dried currants
(t hose light raisins), seedless dark
raisins and seeded raisins. Pour
over the mixture 2 cups of
brandy (the olde English knew
what they were about) . Soak the
fruits for 24 hours stirring a few
times .
Sift 2 cups of flour wit h 1 teaspoon cinnamon and¼ teaspoon
each of cloves, ginger, nutmeg
and mace. Mix
the spiced
flour with 1 pound ground beef
suet (Don't die yet), 1 cup finely
chopped bread crumbs, and 1
teaspoon .salt, and blend in the
brandy soaked fruits . Beat 4 eggs
until light and stir , thoroughly
into the mixture. Add gradually 4
oz. of currant jelly.
Fill well-buttered moles ¾ full
with the batter and adjust the
covers tightly. Tie each mold in a
towel wrung out in cold water
and dusted with flou r. In enough
boiling water to reach the tops of
the molds , boil the puddings
gently for about 8 hours. (ha ng
on, this gets even better. Hehheh) adding more boiling water
as it evaporates. The molds
should not be submerged. Unmold the pudd ings, wrap them
in several layers of cheesecloths
well moistened with brandy, and

store in tightly covered containers. let the puddings ripen

for about three weeks , keeping
the wrappings moist with brandy
(you can keep yourself well
moistened also.)
To serve (finally) , boil the pud(L:ontmued on page 12)

sleeps and wrestles nightl y with a
kangaroo, and you are unlikely
to kick up much dust. He will
simply say that his daughter's affairs are her own business , that
we all have our faults, or that,
genus aside, he " coulda done
worse. "
Tell him that that before which
he dutifully genuflects, and prostrates his reason as well, is nothing more than an artful arrangement of twigs enriched l;,y
a rigorous two thousand year
promo campaign, and you have
waved the red shirt. Soon comes
the snorting, flaring nostrils, and
finally the charge! Ole!
Well, so be it. The taboos are
fami liar, or will be so in time.
Meanwhile, a far subt ler , thus,
more sinister adversary to
spirited dialogue awaits
slaughter. I refer, of course, to
the wise old man.
Surely the name rings a bell.
Remember that time you, in one
of your more lucid moments ,
mind and thoughts lubricated by
Coors or Pilsner, found yourself
arguing with all the craft of
Hermes and the lyricism of Orpheus? You were worked into
such frenzy that you could have
talked the stars down from the
heavens. You dispatched the absurd Christian Hell and stood
(Continued on page 12)
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Guarneri String Quartet to Perforrl)
seating is cush ioned and comfortable. The sight lines and
acoustics are perfect. C hampagne served in the t heatre
lobby before each con cert and
during intermissions adds to the
grace and pleasure o f each
event. Parking is free and
convenient, just outside the
theatre .
All seats are reserved and
subscriptions for the entire series
(which will present keyboard
great Lazar Berman in Februa ry
and soprano Jessye Norman in
May) can be purchased at $15.00
for center orchestra and $12.00
for center mezzanine. Single
tickets (if available) are now on
sale and will be sold for $6.00 for
center orchestra and $5.00 for
center mezzanine. All checks
should be made payable to Kean
College Concert Series and
should be accompanied by a
stamped self-addressed
envelope. Further information
may be obtained by calling th~
Music Department at (201) 5272108.

mysteri es. (90 min.)
by th e Indy staff
1 :05 (7) Assault on the Wayne
Deadline problems excl uded
(1970)
us from last week's issue, unVintage ABC- TV movie which
fortunately, and we were unabl e
offers little that is new, but is
to recommend film s for holiday
m i ldly e n te rtain i n g and
vie wing .
Our
si nc e re st
suspenseful. The .'c hief point of
apologies . This week, Channel 13
interest is picking out the spy
on ce again domi nates th e
aboard two nucl ear submarines.
airwaves wit h three excellent
Not bad, really. Leonard Nimoy,
Alec Guinness comedies . If
Lloyd Haines. (1 hr. 50 min.)
you 've never seen Mr. G., or
As the first offering in their quartet on the international
WEDNESDAY
remember him only from Bridge
concert subscription series, the concert stage, will return to Kean
11 :30 (9) Fort Ap.ache (1948)
on the River Kwai, you ' ve been
Absolutely first rate cavalry . Music Department of Kean College in a program of chamber
missing a lot. Don't let it happen
yarn about a strait-laced Army College will present the music by Beethoven, Stravinsky,
again .
outpost commander sent to put Guarneri String · Quartet on Wolf and Schubert.
THURSDAY
Saturday, December 4th, at 8
The concert will take place in
11:00 (13) The Browning Version down an Indian uprising. A
the Eugene G. Wilkins Theatre
p.m.
superb
cast
strengthens
the
thin
(1951)
Arnold Steinhardt and John for the Performing Arts. The
plot. It includes Henry Fonda,
Michael Redgrave plays
Dalley, violinists, Michael Tree, Theatre, with a capacity of 1,000,
John
Wayne,
Shirley
Temple,
Professor Browning in this movand John Agar (who was later to violist, and David Soyer, cellist, is one of the finest concert halls
ing film about a conservative
(Continued on page i 2) considered the best string in the metropolitan area. All
boys' school instructor whose
life falls apart around him.
Browning loses his job, his wife,
and the respect of his colleagues,
On~ Wednesday, December 1,
The Women's Chamber
but still manages to keep the
dignity he prizes so much. Exby Arlene Casey
readings with a poem entitled, the Women's Chamber Chorus Chorus, under the direction of
cellent. (90 min.)
An informal poetry reading " Games Females Play", a result of Kean College will share the Dr. Michael Montgomery, will
2:20 (2) Harper (1966)
washeld aJ 1:40p.m.onTuesday, of people - watching in stage with several soloists and perform Randall Thompson 's
Paul Newman brings Ross November 23, 1976, in the Washington Square Park. Her ensembles for the Music " Come In" (from Frostiana) as
MacDonald's private eye to life Browsing Room of the Student poems were mostly aspects of Department. Solo performers in- well as two seasonal -works, "the
in this fine detective thriller, and Activities building by Drs.-Anne her life in the city and other true- . elude Rosalie Pucciarelli , sop- Twelve Days of Christmas and
gives a fine performance as he Marie Brumm and Edwin -life experiences openly shared rano : George Glock, classical Come Light the Menorah. The
guitarist; Doreen Jorgensen, final work 's Chabrier's Ode a la
searches for a missing husband. Thomason of the English· with the audience.
Co-stars Lauren Becall (*sigh•) in Department. Dr. Kevin Larsen
Both
poets addressed clarinetist; and Thomas Laan- Musique, featuring Teresa
Begosh, soprano, and Anna
a role reminiscent of her films gave an introductory speech on themselves to a fairly large mack, marimblist.
Khais, pianist.
with Bogart. (2 hrs. 25 min .)
his two colleagues.
audience which later enjoyed
Teresa Begosh will be joined
The Concert will be held in the
FRIDAY
Dr. Thomason read first. He Dr. Brumm's homemade
by Elizabeth Hellwig (class of '75) Eugene G. Wilkins Theater for
12:30 (5) Kiss Tomorrow Good- started with a quote from the chocolate chip cookies (proving
in a duet for soprano voices. A the Performing Arts at Kean
French poet, Andre Malraux her to be a good baker as well as
bye (1950)
Fans of Jimmy Cagney will en- (who died at noon that day), a poet and an oral interpreter), guitar trio (Mark Liberto, Tom College, Morris "ve., Un\on,
joy this story about a psychotic " Culture is the assemblage of all and chattered about poetry in' Pearson, and Anthony Pisciotta) New Jersey. It begins at 8 p.m.,
killer and the rich, young the forms of art, of love, and of general. There was never a dull will complete this portion of the and there Is no admission
charge.
program.
sociaiite who loves him for his thought that has permitted man moment at this poetry reading .
good points. Cagney ' s to be less a slave." Dr. Thomason
motivation
is
well-handled felt that.all poems were needed,
through flashbacks to his from epic to limerick, and that
childhood. (2 hrs. 10 min.)
his favorite poems were short
· SATURDAY
ones.
Du ri ng the course of his
1 :55 (2) Cat Ballou (1965)
Dr.
Thomason
Excr uciatingly funn y saga of a reading ,
schoolmarm-turned-gunslinger
con fessed that it had entered his
and her inept band of outlaws. mind to submit one of his poems
Jane Fonda is excellent in the to Playboy since Carter
t itle part, but Lee Marvin - in his unabashedly did so with his
Oscar-winning dual role of Kid commentary on sex. Dr.
Sheleen, the drunken gun - Thomason hoped that he was
fig hter, and his evi l brother speaking to the aud ience as ifwe
steals the picture. The sup- were o bservers, n ot partici pants.
porting cast, includ ing M icha·el
Since beginni ng writers have a
Ca llan, Dwayne Hickman, and tendency t o write about ancient
Tom Nardini, is quite good, and to pics (love, nature, t im e, etc.),
t he musical interludes provided Dr. Thomason mentioned that
by Nat King Cole and Stubby Wa lt Wh itman never said the
Kaye are memorable. Worth see- same thing about any topic. Dr.
ing again and again . (2 hrs.)
Thomason admitted that race,
MONDAY
rel igion, and sex were poetry
11 :00 (13) The Man in the White problems for eve ry generat ion .
Suit (1951 )
D r. Thomason confessed to a
One of Al ec Guinness' finest
disl ike of critics, but he d id ap(is t here any ot her ki nd?) , in
preciate good readers, and
wh ich he plays a job-hopping
added t hat he does wri te poems
scientist who invents a cloth that
about campus life.
never gets d irty o r w ea rs o ut. The
Two particularly good poems
comedy results n ot so m uch
from Gu inness' acting as from read by Dr. Thomason, were
the situation he is put in, con- " Booked During Over-Popul afronting the va st Britis h woo lens tion " and " Mailed". " Booked
ind ustry w ith his discovery. (90 Duri ng Over-Population " was
concerned with t he problem of
mi n.)
over- population and a general
2: 00 (4) Hell to Eternity (1960)
A true life story is t he basis o f disinterest t hat police show on
this interesting war fil m . Jeffrey police blotters towards people.
Hu nter plays a man wh o, " Mailed" was an analogy o f a
ado pted by a Japanese-Am eri- man and wife (a love poem ) to
Orde rs received by D ec . 15 , 197 6 w i ll b e de liv ered bef o r e Christma s .
Mall check or money order to : TELTRONICS , 2400 E . Devon , Des Plalne a, Ill. 80018
can fam ily as a boy, joins t he t he postal system .
Ple ase se nd the follow ing wat ch(esJ. (Specify you r choice of 10
Marines when his family is put in
D r. Thomason received his
st y les : A t hru J , f ollowed by " S " fo r si lver rhodi um @$16.95 or
a " relocation ~amp" duri ng doctorate at Columb ia U niver" G " fo r g old @$17.95.J I und erstand t hat I wi ll r ece ive , free , a
Te ltron ics cal cu lator w ith every two watc hes I order.
World Wa r Two. Good st udy o f sity. H e is an accomplished
PRICE
QUANTITY
STYLE
FINISH
why certain people go to w ar. (2 autho r and is writing several
rder any two
Teltron ics
hrs. 10 min.)
ch ildren 's songs as his next proE .D . wetchea
end get
TUESDAY
Add S1.CXl sh ippi n g and handling cost for e&ch watch . Illinois
ject.
thia 8 -dlpit ,
residents add 5% sales t a x . I enclose my check or money order
11 :00 (13) Kind Hearts and
5-luncllon
Dr. Anne Marie Brumm
for the t otal ~,....,.-,- -- ·
electron ic
(No
cash - no COD's accepted . Offer good on conttnen tal USA onl y l
Coronets (1949)
memocy
received her doctorate in ComName
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
calculator,
An excellent Alec Guinness parat ive Literature recently from
battery end
vehicle, in which he plays eight the University of Michigan. She
ry caae , FREE !
Address--- -- - - - ~ -- -- - -- - separate roles, the members of a is writing a new book on poetry
C itY•- -- - -- -·S t ate _ _ _ _ _ Z ip, _ _ __
family who are, one by one, be- on urban life, calling herself " a
ing " done in" by conniving city brat".
nephew Dennis Price. Good
Dr. Brumm started off her
spoof of multiple- murder

Of Oral ·interpretation and
Chocolate Chip Cookies

Soloists Highlight Chorus

advertised in TV GUIDE
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M, Al -, But o·Ken

Photo by Dave Rosen

Al Gereau· who was received well by the audience, and...
Pholo by Dave Rosen

Melissa Manchester, Arista recording artist, graces the T.P.A. Also appearing were.. •

Aren't You Guys
Getting Tired
Of Hanging Around?
Soon they are joined by the big kids, including Polly Esther (right).

_
Rubber B~by
Buggey Bumpers
No campus playground is complete without a tire thingy for the
kids. This structure is located at the Campus School playground. As
you can see, it is very popular, not only with the little kids, but the big
kids as well.
·
We don't know where they got the tires, but you'd better check
your car, just in case.
Pholo by Steve Scheiner

The kids have a good time (Goodyet1r1) on the tires•.•

INDEPENDENT

Pharo by Dave Rosen

Eric Andersen, who replaced Kenny Rankin on the bill, heai d it from several disgruntled Rankin fans.

Sprucing Up The Campus

Photo by Magda Ga/is-Menendez

K.C. groundke~pers plant a fir tree in front o.f the Student Center. c ·o uld it be fir Christmul
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Off The
Shelf. •

Bruce Franklin to Speak
Tonight on Doomsday Theme
•

Power - How to Get It
How to Use It,
and How to Protect
Yoursei·t From It
by Chris Jarocha
In 1952, a businessman named
Shepherd Mead wrote a book
called How to Succeed in
Business Without Really Trying.
It was a humorous guide to advancement within the corporate
structure, and treated the
"sacred traditions" of the
American business world as
though they were the simple
rules to a game. The book
became a bestseller and was
made into a musical comedy,
which, in turn, was made into a
movie.
In 1975, .a businessman named
Michael Korda wrote' a book
called Power! How to Get It,
How to Use It. It was a serious

AME111Ci11W BESTSEU.atl
I

•.

11111'0 GET rr,HDWm& IT
MICHAEL KDRDA

guide to advancement within the
corporate structure, and treated
the "sacred traditions" of the
American business world as
though they were the simple
rules to a game. The book
became a bestseller.
The point is not that Korda
stole the idea from Mead or any
other such nonsense. The point
is twofold: first, that the lessons
of the first book could be resold
to the American reading public
twenty-three years later, and
second, that the concept of the
business world as a game could
change from a humorpus to a
serious idea in that time. In each
case, it is simply a matter of packaging.
The American literary establis.hment, if I may be allowed a
broad generalization, like most
businesses, prefers reselling an
old product under a different
name to devising a totally new
product. Although Korda's packaging is new, his product is the
same as Mead 's. Possibly Korda
thought he had an original idea.
He didn 't. He just had an original
treatment, which is not the same
thing at all.
Still, it is important to know
that the business world takes
itself more seriously these days,
and well it should. Our global
megacorporations are under attack from the consuming public,
who had previously accepted the
mysterious ways of the company.
It was okay when Mead poked
fun at businesses, because then
everybody knew that they were
on " our side. "
There's been a lot of growing
up in those twenty-three years.
Today 's besieged conglomerates
can present a better defense if
people take them seriously.
However,
the
corporations
defeat their enemy, because
they depend just as much on the
buying public for their existence
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as the people do on the corporations for their standard of
living. Businesses must once
again convince the public that
they're on " our side." While this
struggle continues, reissuing
Mead's book would be poison.
Were the businesses not to be
taken as seriously economic
chaos would follow. Perhaps.
One of the most important
points Korda makes in Power! is
that "the idea that we are personally responsible for our own
lives comes late, if at all." After
spending nearly 300 pages describing games of power, Korda
tells us that we don't have to play
if we don 't want to. This sort of
ambivalent
attitude
runs
through the entire book, and is
what makes Power! and interesting book to read, even if you are
not planning a business career .
My personal opinion about
games is that they should be
played for recreation, not as a
way of life. However, according
to Korda , most of the world is
playing these games for life, so in
order to deal with the rest of the
world, we must be aware of this,
whether we agree or not.
Being a wild-eyed, collegiate
idealist, I picked up Power! thinking it was a how-to book on
manipulating people, and intending to dislike it for its very
concept. While I still dislike the
concept, I did like the book,
because of the ambivalence I
mentioned earlier.

(Continued on page 11)

The Townsend Series lecture
scheduled for this evening
(Thursday, December 2) is on the
topic "Is the World Really Coming to an End? Science Fiction
and
the
Doomsday
Imagination." The speaker is
Prof. H. Bruce hanklin of

Rutgers
University
at
Newark-science
fiction
authority, cultural gadfly,
political radical. Dr. Franklin can
be heard in Hutchinson 100 at 8
P.M.
In his talk Prof. Franklin will be
examining such apparent threats
to world survival as the
population explosion, decreasing energy supplies , and
pollution of the environment in
the light of recent science-fiction novels and movies on the
doomsday theme.
Science fiction is a specialty of
Prof. Franklin. He was a pioneer
in the teaching of the subject at
the college and university level.
He has taught science fiction
courses at Stanford, Wesleyan,
Yale, Johns Hopkins, and Rutgers
and has produced numerous articles, reviews and lectures on
the subject. His book Future
Perfect-on American . science
fiction of the 19th century-is
considered one of the most important contributions to this
field.
Political controversy is also

0ne of the hallmarks of Bruce
Franklin 's career. As anti-war activist at Stanford in the 60's, gadfly to the academic establishment in the early 70's, and,
more recently, champion of
those he calls "the Slaves, peons,
and prisoners of America ," Prof.

Franklin has been, and continues
to be, a q>ntroversial figure on
the university scene.
The story of his radicalization
is the subject of his book Back
Where You Came From: A Ufe in
the Death of the Empire. He
traveled what should have been
an Establishment route: middleincome family in Brooklyn,
special educational opportunities in his teen years,
college at ivy league Amherst,
officer's rank in the Air Force

(flying B-47's for SAC), prestigious Stanford for graduate
work and a teaching post. But.
during those years-going to
school, doing summer jobs,
attending college, flying for SAC,
earning his doctorate, teaching
English in the university-he saw
more and more exploitation,
racism, imperialism, secrecy, and
suppression in what he has come
to call the "empire." After a sabbatical year in France (1967),during which time he met a number
of Vietnamese and seriously took ·
up the Marxist analysis of society,
he returned to the United States
a confirmed radical both in
theory and in practice.
His Townsend Lecture topic,
centering as it does on the
relation between recent science
fiction versions of doomsday and
what are conceived to be actual
threats
to survival-overpopulation, energy crises, ecocide-calls for more of the '
radical questioning which has
come to characterize his work.
It is not often that audiences
are provided the opportunity of
hearing a man like Prof. Franklin-one who can approach the
subject of science fiction with
such depth of knowledge in the
field itself, such breadth of application to concerns arising
from other disciplines, and such
authenticity of personal involvement in direct political action.

WOMAN TALK Shows Film
WOMAN TALK highlights The show the varied economic,
Emerging Woman for its social, and cultural experiences
December 8 presentation. of woman, how she felt about
WOMAN TALK is a discussion her condition, and how her sex,
series for campus women-stu- race, and class often determined
dents and staff and faculty her priorities. Special attention is
scheduled each Wednesday at given to the heroic efforts of
noon in Downs Hall.
black women, both slave and
A film , The Emerging Woman free-born. There is a description
is
a
carefully-researched of the struggle of Harriet Tubdocumentary about the history . man, and the work of Mary
of women in the United States. Mcleod Bethune a generation
Using old
engravings , later. The Emerging Woman is
photographs , newsreels, and the result of a collective effort by
other film clips, the filmmakers all dfe members of the Women's
Film Project in Washington, D.C.
The filmmakers spent one year
bn research, writing, and the
selection of rare photographs
a free blowing, improvisational and film footage for use in their
jazz number. Phil Collins is production .
credited with playing the carThe Emerging Woman was the
burator on the track. If you still Blue Ribbon Award winner at
haven 't gotten over the demise the 1975 American Film Festival;
of Return to Forever, give a listen it is made available to the
to their competitor, Brand X. WOMAN TALK series through
When first released, the album the courtesy of Kean 's I nstrucwas available only as an import. It tional Resource Center.
has now been released on the
Join us for film and discussion
American
label,
Passport on December 8.
Records.
A different Passport is a German jazz-rock group that does
not resem ble that German atrocity Kraftwerk (remember
" fahn fahn fahn on the
Autobahn " ?) . Passport has just
released their fourth album on
Atco Records, entitled Infinity
Machine. Klaus Doldinger (tenor
sax, soprano sax and keyboards)
The Townsend Lecture Combegiln playing Dixieland jazz in
the forties and is the leader of mittee and The Fine Arts Student
· Passport. Passport resembles Association present as the final
Weather Repor.t at their best. program in the fall Arts
The members of Passport are Dialogue, Andrew and Diana
Kristian Schultze (keyboards, Wilner with an exhibit of
synthesizers), Wolfgang Schmid unusually beautiful furniture..
(bass, guitar, and harmonizer) and sculpture in wood, and
and Curt Cress (drums and per- crochet raised to an art form .
In addition to exhibiting their
cussion).
The opening cut of the album, creations the Wilners will
" Ju-Ju Man," sounds a bit like present a lecture-demonstraJeff Beck's "Come Dancing" on tion. They have had their works
his excellent Wired album. It shown in many museums and
starts off with a funky drum beat galleries and have taught at ArPeter's
from Curt Cress and develops tists-in-Residence at
into a phenomenal number Valley Craft Village, Layton, New
utilizing alto saxes and Jersey.
The program will take place on
synthesizers. Passport moves
with their individualized brand Tuesday, December 7th at 1 :40.
p.m. in VE 115.
of electronic jazz.

Jazz-Rock Cuts ·Rare but Meaty
by Anthony Cerqueira
There exists a fissure in the
rock world today . Half of it flocks
to CBGB's and the other half to
the Stone Pony (Is Asbury Park
really the Liverpool of
America?) . Ya see, one group is
wearing dirty T-shirts and trying
to get into a highly contrived, artificial form of music labeled (incorrectly) "punk" rock (an excuse for inept musicianship),
while the other portion hold
Mass at the Ston~ Pony \Yaiti ng to
catch a glimpse of HIM (is my
beret on right?).
Now that that's out of the way
(could someone, anyone please
write a nasty letter next week?) ..
With John Mclaughlin involved · in Indian music, and
Shakti and Return .To Forever liquidated, the field of jazz-rock is
quite sparsely populated. What
about Weather Report? What
about 'em? Chili today and hot
tamale. I can 't help it. Currently
there are two fine jazz-rock
groups producing excellent
music and albums to boot. From
this corner of the Common
Market weighing in at $1 .59 a
Pound we have Brand X. And
from the democratic side of the
Wall, from West Germany,
Passport. Both bands are pretty
much unknown in this country
(or anywhere for that matter).
In several interviews in. the
British press, Genesis drummer
extraordinairre Phil Collins often
spoke about the free blowin'
jazz-rock quartet he jammed

with on the side. The name of the
band was Brand X (yes, but what
about all those other floor waxes). ·with the departure of Peter
Gabriel from Genesis, Collins
took on the position of lead
vocalist for the band. Brand X has
just recently released a debut
disc (hep?) entitled Unorthodox
Behaviour. Surprisingly enough,
the album was recorded in
Sept/Oct of '75, when even the
idea of another Genesis album
sans Peter Gabriel was quite
doubtful. The personnel of
Brand X are as follows : John
Goodsall (guitars), Percy Jones
(basses),
Robin
Lumley
(keyboards), and Philip Coll ins
(percussion). The members of
Brand X, excluding Phil Collins,
are pretty much unknown quantities on the British as well as the
American scene.
The music of Brand X finds a
happy medium between
progressive rock and Latin-influenced jazz. Prior to the recording of this album, Brand X had
been play_ing small jazz clubs all
over the United Kingdom and
this album shows it. The
musicianship of the band is
outstanding
and
shines
throughout the recording.
" Nuclear Burn," the first track on
side one, is a glorious vehicle for
the exceptional talents of John
Goodsall and Phil Collins. The
composition builds into a frenzy
of music. The highlight of Unorthodox Behaviour is the number,
" Running On Three." The cut is

Final
F.A.S.A.
Program
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Manchester & Co. Satisfy Mixed MoOd

by Anthony Cerqueira

Diversity was the key word in
describing last Tuesday's Melissa
Manchester concert at the TPA.
With hie Andersen and Al ·
Jarreau along as support acts,
more musical tastes were satisfied than at a 24-hour Jack-InThe-Box. Disasters have occured
when bands are "mis-billed" at a
concert. One oft he dirtiesttricks
is having an acoustic singerguitarist on before a heavy metal
act. The audience wants blood
and the only thing that will calm
them down is when the artist
utters those eternal words, "This
is my last song." This to the contrary, the mood of the Kean
audience seemed to change with
the type o f music that was
presented to them.
Al Jarreau, who is on a
nationwide tour with Melissa
\ Manchester, left more than one
person in a cloud of confusion.
When unable to label a certain
kind of music, person becomes
frustrated. Jarreau came across at
first as a jazz vocalist, but began
to border on soul. During the
•first number, I blamed the poor
quality of his voice on the PA
system which seemed to be
malfunctioning, but as the set
progressed I learned that it
wasn't the PA, but himself. The
band backing Jarreau was a hot
trio of keyboards, bass (Ben Atkins), and drums (Tom Gregg). At
times they drowned out Jarreau's
interesting but weak voice.

a

Jarreau seemed to be milking his
vocal imitation of instruments to
quite a tedious degree. I mean,
we all used to do that with our

scratchy old Cream albums,
didn't we? Including an unimpressive rendition of James
Taylor's " Fire and Rain," the set
seemed empty and needed more
polish from Jarreau. He seemed
to be relying on the sympathy of
the audience. Well, at least I
learned how to make a sweet
potato pie.
The first time I saw Eric
Andersen, it was 1972, and I was
14, blasted on Boone's Farm and
impatient for him to leave the
stage. Picture a muggy da.y in
mid-August, 90 degree heat.
You're in Central Park with
100,000 other people waiting for
the Jefferson Airplane
(remember them, boys and
girls?) , broken bottles surround
you and you're awarded a space
of one square foot to rest your
haunches. Do you know what it
feels like to listen to a folksinger
begin to bemoan his state when
you're sure you're suffering out

sensed this immediately when conveyed. It made you want to
Melissa Manchester and her comfort poor Melissa in her sorband of amazing musical in- rows. Manchester, of course,
dividuals took the stage. The · performed her big hit single
opener " Party Music," a com- "Midnight Blue." I found it not
bination of disco and funk , set as hard-hitting as the rest of her
the tone for the music to come. love lorn repertoire. Probably
Ms. Manchester's singing ability because of the North Korean
is ·currently at a peak. She can -type of brainwashing methods
really belt it out. Her motions on AM radio is so good at.
stage are reminiscent of Bette
The perfect fusion of singer
Midler at her prime. It's no surprise, since Melissa was one of and back up band. That would be
the original Harlettes that perfect in describing Melissa
backed up Bette on vocals. Manchester and her group, but
Through this concert and from they are not back ·up music by
listening to her albums, I feel that far. They are just as up front as
Melissa Manchester has come Melissa. The band shone with
into her own. Her first album and brilliance in "Headline," a
performances were interpreted number from the new release
as a poor man's Bette Midler. Not entitled Help- Is On The Way.
This band is so finely structured
any more.
In concert Ms. Ma-nchester and flexible they can play anyth-

in that crowd much more than
he could ever imagine? Following that concert, I had heard the
album "Blue River" and became
quite attached to the fine collection of music. Andersen was
added on the Kean bill q1,1ite late
and much to everyone's surprise.
This time I had a seat and my life
wasn't at danger. Due to Kenn y
Rankin's cancellation, I expected
the audience to take their disappointment out on Andersen, but
he came off quite well. Eric
Andersen is one of the best in his
field of " music for the manic
depressive." You know when
your lover walked out of the
door in the middle of the night,
it's time to light up a cigarette,
slap on an Eric Andersen album,
and think about tomorrow.
Andersen's performance rings
of truth and honesty which not
too many people have today in
the music world . His voice and
guitar playing, along with the
content of his material, seem to
compliment each other. The
highlights of the set were " Blue
River ," performed unaccompanied on the paino, and
the FM classic, " Is It Really Love
At All?" Andersen's "Thirsty conveys the emotional power of
Boots", which was made a classic , her material right to the heart of
by Judy Collins, surprisingly the audience. She does this
enough was not included in the through direct eye contact. Even
set. Andersen ain't no upcoming when playing the piano, there's
new star, he's been recording old Melissa staring right at you.
albums since 1965.
Manchester's favorite subjects
In these depressing days of are lost loves and dead reiationsmoke bombs, fire pods, and dry ships. The most effective number
ice, it is enheartening to see a was the encore "Come In From
performer excel solely on the The Rain." The desolation of the
music, the band, and her own stage and the song's mood was
special charisma. The audience
perfect for the message

ing and excel. The group of touring musicians with Melissa are
comprised of Cooker LoPresti
(bass), David Wolfert (guitar),
Kirk Brunner (drums), Stanley
Schwartz (piano and horns), and
finally Lenny Castera on percussion.
A ·dynamic singer-composer
combined with a tight-assed
band proved to be one of the
[Tlost entertaining shows this
season by far .
-

Power , and How to
Protect Yourself From _It Dawn: Portrait of a Teenage ·Runaway
(Continued from page 10)
Korda is a vice-president in a
major publishing firm (we are
not told which). As such, he sees
the games of power being played
around him all day long, and participates in them himself. It is
therefore to his credit that he
was able to step back and obtain
enough objectivity to formulate
some definite rules to these
games.

It is frightening to read about
so much creative energy being
wasted on attempts to
manipulate others. It is interesting to read about two " powerconsdous" executives locked in
a visual- and verbal-signal
struggle, all in the name of the
Game. It is silly to read about

such innocuous items as legal
pads, watches, typewriters, and
gold-plated Thermos jugs being
invested with symbolic power.
So, the book is frightening,
interesting, and silly.
Not so strangely, I found the
silly things to be more intriguing
than the supposedly interesting
ones. Five pages are used to describe the power significance of
feet. Eight pages are devoted to
the power dynamics o f office
parties. A ridiculous thread running through the book is Korda 's
misuse (or use, thinking in power
terms) of footnotes. Examples to
prove his points are culled from
· the strangest places: Carlos
Casteneda, Shakespeare, Robert

Graves' The Greek Myths, and a
by Loretta Bolger
book about psychopaths. Now
Dawn: Portrait of a Teenage
that I have been introduced to Runaway by Julia Sorel, is a
the world of pow..:r games , I can novel based on the tel~vision
see Korda 's use of footnotes as special that aired several weeks
such. Footnotes are impressive; ago. Although it could be of
they show you've done your interest to adults, it seems to
research . However, the things he have been written with the
haschosentofootnoteareunim- adolescent reader in mind.
portant. I would much rather
Hoping to make a better life
know which executive said, "He for
herself, fifteen-year-old
likes to stir the pot from time to Dawn Wetherby leaves her
time, just to show he owns the alcoholic mother, her younger
spoon," than know that "There, brothers, and the small town of
but for the grace of God, go I," · Brecht, Indiana, to go to
was quoted from the Dictionary Hollywood. Failing to find a job,
of National Biography. Ah, but she drifts , partly out of
there is one of the rules of desperation and partly out of
power: never give important in- curiosity, into the seamy,
formation away.
dangerous world of pimps and
Korda has given away no prostitutes.
secrets in this book, he has simThe most admirable thing
ply defined the limits of about the story is that, like the
behaviors nearly all executives movie, it does not go overboard.
must engage in. However, he has It is neither sensationalistic nor
acknowledged the existence of !l didactic, making no attempts
suspected flaw in the corporate either to tantalize the reader
structure. "Humor," Korda says,
"is an unreliable means to
power. People who like power
take thems~lves seriously, and
distrust humor in all but its most
savage forms. So the power
people delude themselves into
seeing their game as serious,
instead of in Mead's humorous
light, and expect others to do the
same. Although Michael Korda's
Power! is a handy set of rules to
this game, it' ll never work as a
musical comedy.

with lurid details or to terrorize
young girls into staying within
the confines of their own backyards. Instead, it gives a personal account of the problems
one teenager faces when she
strikes out on her own before
she is ready.
The story is straightforward
and realistic, and it does not try
to cover too much ground.
Dawn becomes a prostitute but
she does no experimenting with
drugs, proving that, contrary to
popular belief, the two do not
always go hand in hand. Her days
in Hollywood provide not only
horrifying
experiences
but
beautiful ones as well . She falls in
love with Alex, a young artist,
and it is he who risks his life to
rescue Dawn from the stable of
Swan, a sadistic pimp.
On the minus side, the author
fails to make proper use of the
biggest advantage that literature
has over television : the ability to
penetrate the thought processes
of the characters. The reader
never learns exactly why Dawn
decides to become a prostitute
when she is being sheltered and
cared for by Alex. Her feelings
about Alex and the changes that
prostitution works in her are not
explored in great enough depth,
and unless the reader is able to
chalk these things up to the
perversity of human nature, the
story may leave several questions
in the mind.

As for the secondary ·
characters, Mrs. Wetherby and
Swan come off as stereotypical,
she being the well-meaning but
weak-willed divorcee and he the
smooth-talking pimp who lives
callously off the slave labor of his
stable girls. Alex and Donald,
although also a bit shallow, are
more interesting. Alex is a more
complex character than Dawn, a
realist enough to steal from
supermarkets and to hustle
homosexuals for the sake of survival, but an idealist enough to
pursue his dream of becoming a
painter and to grab eagerly at the
chance to go straight. This
chance is given to him by
Donald, a probation officer with
a weakness for candy bars and
teenage underdogs, who helps
1 him to find a job and supports
him in his effort to save Dawn.
The essential superficiality of
the story is epitomized in the ending, in which Dawn returns to
her family. Her "anguish and
suffering of the past few months" are treated a little too
lightly, and her insistence to her
mother that "nothing terrible
happened" doesn't ring true.
However , this superficial
treatment may be the best way to
present such a story to
adolescent girls; it offers a gentle
warning to those who may consider running away from home
and hope to those who already
have.

Page 12

"Lately Things Just Don't Seem the Same"

by Jericho JeffreyHarris Ponton,
the Starchild
" Midnight Lightning". Again:
" Oh, gawd. Not more shit from
Hendrix." I don't understand.
Especially since I am a certified,
A-1, bonded, first class, down
and out, ain't-no-hope-for-me,
stone Jimi Hendrix freak. It distresses me so to hear self-proclaimed authorities everywhere
voicing their distaste with the
marching hordes of posthumous
Hendrix
recordings,
and
downgrading the absolute ex- ·
pertise of the other party in my
very first love affair.
Shut up, I say! Cease! Yes,
sadly the man is dead amidst all
sorts of blood-curd! ing rumors
to the effect that he was a
business-moron and let manager
Mike Jeffrey bleed off his assets,
not to mention that what money
he did receive he spent quite
promptly on fast women and
fancy cars . . . or was that fancy
women and fast cars? . .. and
besides he couldn't drive anyway
without being drawn to trees and
other such stumbling blocks one
encounters on today's roads, but
let's not even mention that some
people believe Hendrix was in
the palm.,of the Mafia.
What is the media doing to
Hendrix? Lay off, mothers, he's
not here to defend himself, despite the rumors that he's coming
back in September of 1974 to
play a benefit concert in Argentina with Jim Morrison and Janis
Joplin. Did we say '74? We meant
'84. Meanwhile Beatles Island is
sinking with the immortal Jim
Croce.
What beauty and .magic Hen- .
drix had so gracefully laid upon
the Rock world at large is being
waylaid by all of the commotion
=--- about his underworld ties and
the
aforementioned
posthumous albums, the main
culprit (besides Jimi, you little
fink, why the hell did you die?)
now being jazz producer Alan
Douglas. Perhaps Dougla~ is exploiting Jim i's work and fans. Go
ahead. I'll stand right here. Exploit me. I'm ready, scare me. I'll
sell dope, my soul , even your
mother, for a 2 minute45 of Hendrix tuning up. No, I'm just
serious.
I can remember when I was in
high school , if you can call it that,
a few years ago, and my parents
were trying to talk me out of my
Hendrix crush. And it was heavy.
First loves never die, they just
keep putting out albums.
Hendrix 's death was a little unfair to me, I felt, the bastard . I was
thirteen and had only gotten into
rock and out of the WABC
syndrome 2 years before, around
about the time Electric Ladyland
was released. Are You Experienced was the first album I
ever bought with my own
money, the Royal Guardsmen's
Snoopy Vs. the Red Baron not included. My bedr.o omreeked of
Hendrix: his voice and guitar and
songs blasting from my sister's
record player, which I had neatly·
confiscated; my walls smiling
Jimi flanked by ELP and Iron
Butterfly posters; my 50 watt bass
amp straining to keep up with my
five times two fingers on my $50
bass pounding out · notes
reminiscent of "Third Stone
From The Sun". I was in love,
don't tell me nuthin' . Saying
Hendrix was no good was
equivalent to calling my momma
a whore.
And those storm clouds
outloud against the purple haze
rumble Dissatisfaction. Even
though Jimi was sweeping the
dust off of the angels' feet less
than a year after he was "discovered," even though every
third generation lead .guitarist
(with the exception of Jorge Santana), and many second
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generation
rockers,
have
attempted at one time or
another to shoot out a Hendrix
riff, people are trying to low-rate
the gentleman. Identity conflicts
notwithstanding, · Jimi was a
master. He could sing, (unlike
too many of his peers, such as
Bob Dylan who impressed him
so), he could definitely play a
guitar better than any other rock
artist, and he was self taught. His
ability to produce was evidenced
in Electric Ladyland, and he was a
showman to the third power, a
title he was reportedly tired of
Towards The End.
And now Jimi Hendrix- is
legend.
So what if he wasn' t in top
form during the last two years of
his living fame? He was still that
much better than those who
were. And goddamn, if even
when he was playing " bad" he
didn't play so good that he made
me hard.
Neither his critics, his fans, nor
Hendrix himself may be totally
satisfied with the posthumous
works, but, even though it may
be cliche, it's all we've got. To me
and people like me Jimi was a
god. Just as half-witted Christians
will thirstily lap up every distorted . word in the King James'
Version, I want everything my
messiah did and the interpretations. Sadly, Jimi's name was no

sooner off of his fans' lips that he
was buried in Seattle. 1966 .to
1970 is not a hell of a long time
for anyone to do anything. How·
many years did Jesus have? See,
he's still having his problems. Yet
they're both making their marks
on those that weren't paying
attention when they were
around. Jesus walked on water.
Jimi played a mean guitar.
Jimi has been dead for six years
now. Somehow it seems like only
yesterday that he sang "The
Wind Cries Mary, "
and
somehow it seems like forever.
My guitar gently weeped, and so
did I. And we're still crying.
Together.
Happy Birthday Jimi. The w_ind
cried too.

defiantly at the entrance to
Valhalla. But just as you prepared
to deliver the mortal wound , the
listener interrupted the flow of
sense with the counter, "Well , a
wise man once said ..."
The rest is not important; the
point is made. This wise old man
has been used for centuries, and
for aeons his judgements have
gone unchallenged. But, who is
this wise man? His philosophy is
often referred to as Conventional Wisdom. Does that make
him an Elk? Hardly likely. At any
rate, his name appears on no
such roster that I have seen.
Well, I . have scrutinized his
judgements, and made a searching study of this " wise man "
and must report my disappointment . His sayings seldom
hit the mark, and when they do
are nearly always offset by his
cowering vacillations. On the·
one hand, he writes, " Too many
cooks spoil the broth." But then
in the next breath he conced es
that, " Two heads are better t han
one."
He tells us that, " He who
hesitates is lost," and then
reminds us to, " Look before you
leap." Similarly, " Haste makes
waste," but, " The race is to the
swift." These are the observations of a wise man? I can picture this wise man right now, in a
rubber room whistling the
Marseillise, his hand tucked into
his shirt. As for his observation
that, " Boys will .be boys," it has
been amply disproved by Renee
Richards.
Who is this wise man? Who is
this infernal nuisance, and why
must he hide? How can parents
discipline their children when
everytime they caution little
Johnny he fires back, " Mom, a
wise man once said, 'Don 't
knock it till you try it'?"
·
Who is this wise old man? As I
have said, he is not an Elk, nor is
he a Moose, nor Bat, Banshee or
Water Buffalo. Furthermore, my
investigation shows that he has
never paid income tax! This,
however, is no surprise since he
belongs to no union that I could
find. Before his influence
balloons to an unmanageable
size it might be smart to examine
this inflated sage. It has· been

EPIC TA VERN TALK: Jimmy Breslin, star of newspapers, television
and everyday life will rap in the T.P.A. on Tuesday, December 7th at
8:00 p.m. at the invitation of the Townsend Lecture Committee.

Feminists D~plore Pending Bills
by Elise Hurley
and Peggy Dougherty
Although most of the Kean
community are unaware of its
existence, the Feminists For
Equality is a significant
organization and has the potential to affect the rights of all
people on this campus . One of
the Feminists' many problems is
that they are frequently
misunderstood. The purpose of
their movement is not to crush
the dignity and intelligence of
the male sex, but to raise the
substandard status of the female.

The Black .Flag
(Continued from page 6)

Bresl.i n to .Speak
This Tuesd_a y N _
i ght

shown he is not wise. He may not
be so harmless. Why , he's
probably not even American!

Wizard
(Continued from page 6)
Simply relax and relief · is
immediate. A must for nervous
types, adaptor available for
ladies. Reuseable $22.95.
Edible Comb No need to be
poorly groomed or hungry
either with this dual-purpose
item. Comb your hair, then get a
burst of energy before walking
into that important interview.
Comes in black and red licorish
flavors. Not for squeamish. 59¢
each at barbershops and candy
stores everywhere.
So there you are. Nine great
imaginative and useful gifts.
There's no excuse for giving the
old after shave or leather glove~

Bleary Eye
(Continued from page 7)
achieve immortality in Brain
from Planet Arous). The movie is
unique to the extent that the In dians are treated as something
more than targets at a carnival
shooting gallery. (2 hrs.)
11 :30 (13) The Ladykillers (1955)
Most of the laughs in this come
from watching Alec Guinness in
a straight role, surrounded by
some excellently humorous
British character actors , including Peter Sellers. Alec is the
mastermind of a hired gang of
bank robbers, who hide in an
elderly lady's home disguised as
a chamber quartet. (90 min.)

Candidate

Sought
(Continued from page 2)
800-555-1212 to obtain the tollfree number of a Federal Job Information Center in a particular
state. You may also write the U.S.
Civil
Service
Commission's
Washington Area Office for a
copy of the announcement. Address your letter to: Washington,
D.C. Area Office, U.S. Civil Service Commission, 1900 "E"
Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20415, Attn: Mid-Level Office
(Edu).

At present, the survival of are already guaranteed equal
Feminism is at a critical stage. rights under the 14th
Although women have mariaged amendment of the U.S .
to gain some basic rights (right to Constitution .
If one is in accordance with
vote) , they are still victims of a
political, economical and social this view, the question must be
system that is dominated by men. · raised as to the need to adopt
To compound this problem, statutes to protect women (Civil
the New Jersey Legislature Rights Act of 1964, Equal Emrecently convened to propose an ployment Opportunities and
amendment to the U.S . The Equal Employment Act of
Constitution (under Article V) 1972). The Feminist Organization
with the respect to life that is wholly supports an Equal Rights
guaranteed
under it.
This Amendment because of the
amendment would provide that instability of the statutes. We
need an amendment to insure
every person in the United States
be considered a person from the the permanence of our rights .
moment of fertilization and en- The likelihood of rescinding
New Jersey's ratification of the
titled to the right to life. The imERA is highly improbable due to
plications of this amendment are
the
unconstitutional nature of
severe-all abortions will be
nullifying an amendment before
illegal, regardless of the stage of
it is sanctioned. However, the
fetal development.
mere nature of the proposed
The Feminists of Kean College
bills_ indicate
that
the
oppose any amendment that will
remove any women's right to government still fails to
recognize the emerging role of
have an abortion, because of
women
in modern society.
such amendments' oppressive
On December 13th, both of
nature. Even if abortion was
outlawed, the wealthy would not these pending bills shall be
reviewed by the New Jersey State
be effected; they would be able
Legislature .
The
Feminist
to afford safe, illegal abortions
Organization
will
be
sponsoring
while the poor and · middle
a letter-writing campaign Tuesclasses would have to subject
day, November 30 through
themselves to methods which
Friday, December 3, in the lobby
are unsafe and threatening to the
of
Hutchinson Hall. It is
mother's well-being.
imperative
that
people
Concurrently, there is a
recognize the implications of
resolution pen.ding in the New
these bills. The failure to act on
Jersey State Legislature which
these
issues
portends the
calls for the rescinding of the
negligence of one's resstate's ratification of the Equal
ponsibilities as a citizen of the
Rights Amendment. Proponents
United States.
of this bill believe that women

A Gourmand to Have Around
(Continued from page 6)
dings for 3 hours and serve them
aflame with brandy and a hard
sauce.
The hard sauce is easy. Cream
½ cup sweet butter until light.
Gradually beat in 1½ cups f ine
-grandulated sugar and 2 tablespoons, or to taste, brandy . Chill
before serving.
Let's- forget about the other
pudding. That calls for at least a
month.
While I am waiting for my pudding to ripen, though, I like to
keep my hands busy (and with
Crazy Mary away at school the
alternatives are somewhat
depleted.)
So I'm
making
Gingerbread Men. . .oops. .
.People.
Into a bowl sift 2¾ cups cake
flour. Add 3 teaspoons baking
powder, ¼ teaspoon baking
soda, 1 teaspoon each of
powdered cloves and ginger. 1
scant tablespoon (I love these
directions) cinnamon and ·½
teaspoon salt and sift again. In
another bowl combine 1 beaten
egg, ¼ teaspoon all spice 1 cup
brown sugar, 2/3 cup dark
molasses and ½ cup butter mixing them together well.
Stir the liquid into the flourspice mixture and using both
hands, mix the dough until all
the flour has been worked in.

Divide the dough and roll each
half (one at a time) into a sheet
1/ 3 inch thick . Cut the Gingerbread people with a floured
cutter. Tran sfer the figures to a
baking sheet decorated with
raisins, candied fruits or nuts.
Bake at 375° (short for Fred) for
about twelve minutes or until
slightly bcowned .
Isn't that easier? While the
guests are waiting , serve some
Egg Nog.
Beat 12 egg yolks until they are
light. Add gradually 1½ cups fine
sugar and continue to beat until
the yolks are thick and light in
color. Pour the mixture into a
punch bowl set on a bed of
crushed ice. Whip in 1 quart of
milk and 1 quart heavy cream
and add very slowly 1½ qts bourbon and 1 pint Cognac stirring
constantly. Fold in 12 egg whites,
stiffly beaten and sprinkle the
surface of the punch with¼ cup
Jamaica rum and nutmeg to
taste.
If you have reached this point,
congratulations . Over the next
few weeks, much to my editor 's
dismay, the column will be about
this long so I can cram in all those
nifty little Christmas recipes. If
only one person tries one new
recipe I shall have a happy
Christmas.
Bottoms Upl
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EDUCATIONAL ~A TERIALS
DISPLAY IN THE LIBRARY

Starting on Monday, November 29th the library will have a
display of educational materials in the Curriculum Materials
Center (main floor). The display will be on until Friday,
December 3, 1976 and will consist of paperback titles from
various publishers, encompassing both Language Arts and
Social Science books, ranging in readibility and interest from
elementary school through college. Also included will be
catalogs, teaching aids, and professional books for educators.

The Grub St. Writer will be sponsoring a student 's poetry reading on Dec. 7 at

1 :30 in the Alumni Lounge in Oowns Hall. Anyone interested in reading should
contact Jim Webber.
Also, the deadline for submissions to the winter issue has been extended to
Dec . 23 . Again, any material :
poetry
fiction
essays
graphics
critiques
art
scenarios
photographs
is accepted for considerption as publishable . Any material that is late or initially
rejected due to policy or space limitations will be_held for consideration in the
spring issue.

Thund.ly, December 2, 1976
6:30-11:00 p.m .
7:30-10 :30 p.m.
8:00 p .m .-End

Choir Practice
Prayer Meeting
Townsend LeL""ture : H Bruce Franklin

DR"ffl
T

---

Alumni Lge
)100

Friday, December 3, 1976
6:00-11:00 p.m.
6:00-11 :00 p.m.
7:30-10 :00 p .m.

Student Council Meeting
Evening Student Council Meeting
Psi Chi Honor Society Lecture

Mtg Rm A
Alumni Lge
Browsing Rm .

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
Alpha Theta Pi
Groove Phi Groove Meetin g
Bus Trip : " For Colored Girls .. ."
Bus Trip : " Dona Rosita La Sol tera "
Mass
CCB Movie : " Prisoner of Second A venu e"

Dougall Hall
Browsing Rm
Browsing Rm
TPA Mall
TPA Mall
Browsing Rm
TPA

Jazz Jam

TV Lge

Saturday, December 4, 1976
. Sunday, December 5, 1976
9:30-12 :00 noon
12:30- 2:00 p.m .
2:30- 5:30 p.m.
1 :45 p.m .-End
1 :45 p .m .-End
6:00- 8:30 p.m .
7: 30 p .m .-End

Monday, December 6, 1976
9:00 p .m.-End

Tuesday, December 7, 1976
1:40- 3:00 p.m .

,,

3:00- 4:30 p.m.
7:00-12:00 a.m.
7:40-10:00
p.m .
,,

,,

8:00 p .m.-End

Spanish Cultural Social Club
Jewish Organization
1.F.S.C.
1.V. Christian Fellowship
Outing Club
Ski Club
Campus Ministry
International Students As?oc.
Lambda -Alpha Sigma
Townsend Lecture Meeting
C.E.C.
Townsend Lecture : Diana & Andrew Wilner
Jazz Dance
Sigma Beta Tau
Sigma Beta Tau
Nu Theta Chi
Beta Delta Chi
Omega Sigma Psi
Delta Sigma Pi
Lambda Chi Rho
Nu Sigma Tau
Rho Theta Tau
Sigma Beta Chi
Sigma Kappa Phi
Nu Sigma Phi
Zeta Delta Pi
Townsend Lecture: JIMMY BRESLIN

W 200
W 300
W 207
)101
J135
)140
)132
J130
)100
CC143
CSS104
VE115
Dance Studio
Browsing Rm
J143
W200
J138
W100
J134
J133
)130
B212B
W207
)101
B210
J307
TPA

Holy Day Mass •
Movie: " The Man "

Browsing Rm
J100

Wednesd,1y, December 8, 1976
12:00-3:00 p.m. '
3 & 8 p.m.

-
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PH·YSICAL EDUCATION

HOLIDAY DECORATIONS

Attention
Sophomores
A meeting will be held for
SOPHOMORES who intend to
major in Elementary Education,
Early Childhood Education, Fine
Arts Education , Physical
Education, Reading Education
_and Library Science - and for
those who plan to take the
Secondary Collateral Program
with a major in English, Math,
Science, Social Studies, Spanish
or French.
. The purpose of the December
14.1976 meeting at 2 :45 p.m .
in the Theater for the Performing
Arts will be to distribute applications and orient students to
the Field Experience which will
be req uired during the Junior
year - fa ll 1977 or spring 1978 .

Any group planning to decorate any area of campus for the
holidays must get the approval of the Student Activities Office,
College Center 143.
The followi ng regulations MUST be observed or the
decorations will be removed at the order of the Fire Warden :
1 . No live trees or greens may be used indoors.
2 . Artificial trees or greens must have evidence that they are
fire retarded or flameproof.
3 . If lights are used, all_ strings of lights must bear a U. L.
label.
4 . Use of frayed electrical cords, damaged plugs, multiple
outlets (octopus plugs) is prohibited.
·
5 . Highly flammable materials such as cotton batting, straw,
dry vines, leaves, artificial flowers or shrubbery and flam
plastic materials shall not be used unless flameproofed,
and evidence of the flameproofing must be available.
6. Please use foil, not paper, for cut-outs and similar used.
7. D_ecorations must be non-religious in nature and theme.
8 . The decorati o ns must be removed by D ec . 21 .
9 . There w ill be a maintenance c h arg e for c leaning each
a r ea tha t h as been decorated if it is n ecessary in the
Mai nte n an ce Department' s o p inion .
-

LIST OF RADIO_STATIONS HANDLING
COLLEGE CLOSING ANNOUNCEMENTS
In the event of snow or other emergency wh ich would requ ire the c los i ng of the College, announcements w i ll be made
over the follow ing radio stations :

NJ / NY Metropolitan Area
WOR -AM 710
North- East Jersey Area
WVNJ-NJ 62
FM 100
North-East Jersey Area
WPAT-Af 93
FM 93 .1
Middlesex County
WCTC-AM 1450
FM 98 .3

Monmouth / Ocean County
WJLK-AM 1310

Morris County
WMTR -AM 1 250
WDHA- FM 105.5 (Dover)

Somerset County
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KCTV
REORGANIZATION
MEETING
All interested people wel come
Thurs . Dec. 9
2 :00 P.M .
KCTV Offices
2nd Floor
Dougall Hall
PLEASE ATTEND
AND GET INVOLVED

MAJORS'
CLUB NEWS
The members purpose to have a toy drive,
in December, for an orphanage. If you have
any old toys and wish· to donate them you
may do so, in the majors' club office, D 11 3·,
by.Wednesday, D ecember 15th.
Wednesday, December 15th-CHRISTMAS PARTY for t he majors, 'refreshments'
and ·a cold buffet w ill be served . The party
starts at 5: 00 p.m. in 01 27. Hope to see all
the mem bers there.

Tuesday
December 7
Free Hour 1 :40 p.m .
Campus Minis_try
will hold a
presentation and
discussion on the
New Rite of Penance·
J-132
ALL are invited

WERA-AM 1590

Union County
WJDM -AM 1 530

Suggested

A Modern Music,
Drama &
Dance Production
If you have any artistic talents such as : music, acting, art,
singing (groups & singles), dance (hustle & modern
dance)
To put on a variety show next semester.
Please contact Mary Ann Pringle, Bldg. 1 room 301 ,
527-2973 or Ron Hodge, Bldg . 1 room 203, 527-2984.
Meeting Souzio Lounge 9:00 p.m . December 6 and 7 .

Handicapped Persons Need
·Friends in the Community
Imagine the !onliness and social isolation you might feel if you were
mentally retarded, epileptic , cerebral palsied or had some related
neurological disorder.
A handicapped person is waiting for som·eone just like you to be a
friend; to visit with and talk to and to share their leisure hours and
feelings in a special way.
.
Citizen Advocates are doing just this and the Advocacy concept Is
growing from day to day in New Jersey. At the present time, there are ·
Citizen Advocacy Programs in Essex, Union, Somerset, Cumberland,
Burlington and Mercer counties .
College students are the best source of volunteers. Many students
like the idea of combining their knowledge with the practical experience of helping another fellow human being .
.
Visiting your protege (mentally retarded person) Is arranged
(weekly-bi-monthly) by mutual agreement between_the advocate a_nd
protege. As a citizen advocate, you can help by sharing your ex_pertIse
in day to day living and expose a protege to new actIvItIes which you
may take for granted . Using public transportation, or a telephone, or a
checking account, going shopping or keeping a neat appearance are
only a few things which may be new to a protege.
Advocates receive orientation and training at their own convenience
to work with handicapped persons .
For further information about Citizen Advocacy, call in Essex 6768070; in Union 322 -2240; in Somerset 725-8544.

Dona Rosita
La Soltera
ofrederico
Garcia Zorca

DO

YOU

at the Grammerey
Arts Theatre , NY
Sun ., Dec. 5
Bus will leave T.P.A. at 1 :30 p.m .
Tickets on sale at Student Activities
for $3.25.

FEE.L . TENSE AN.D ANXIO_
US
SITUATIONS?
DO TESTS WORRY YOU?

IN

TEST

DO YOUR GRADES SUFFER BECAUSE OF THIS? IF TESTING
SITUATIONS DO BOTHER YOU, THE COUNSELING CENTER
OF KEAN COLLEGE HAS A PROGRAM WHICH CAN HELP YOU
OVERCOME THESE FEELINGS AND CONCERNS. IF YOU ARE
INTERESTED IN FINDING OUT ABOUT THE TEST ANXIETY
PROGRAM, PLEASE CONTACT THE COUNSELING CENTER,
STUDENT ACTIVITIES / BOOKSTORE BUILDING - ROOM
SA 126. EXTENSIONS: 2082, 2083, 2084.

The Annual Student Teaching Application Meeting has
been scheduled for December
14 at 1 :30 p.m. in the Theater
for the Performing Arts for
present JUNIORS, both full .
time and parttime, who are majoring in Early Ch ildhood, Elementary Education, Fine Arts
Education, Industrial Stud ies
Education, Library Science ,
Mental Retardation, Mus ic
Education, Physica l Education,
Speech Correction and Hard of
Hearing Education .
Those JUNIORS who are ta king the Secondary Collateral
Program with majors in English, Math , Sc ience, Soc ial
Studies, Span ish and Frenc h,
are also requ ired to attend this
meeting.
Distr ibution of appl icatio ns
for Student Teach ing in the fa ll
of 1977 or spring of 1978 w ill
be followed by an orientat ion
session. Students w ith a
degree, who are working
toward certificat ion in any of
the areas above, are also invited to this meeting if they
intend to student teach in the
1977-78 academic year.

The Delta Rho Chapter of
kappa Delta Pi, the honor
society for education majors, will be holding its biannual induction dinner
for new members on
Friday, December 3. The
dinner will be held at the
Lynn
Restaurant
in
Elizabeth. The chapter is
proud to announce that
Professor Dick Nichols
will also be inducted as an
honorary member for his
contributions to the advancement of education.
Book & Supply Store
Due to the renovation of our
textbook department, we are in
the process of returning most 9f
the books used for the fall
semester .
We suggest if you still need a
book for a course that you come
in to purchase it as soon as possible. This will assure you a book
for your final exam.

Student Teaching
Application Meeting
. The Spanish Cultural
& Social Club
is proud to
sponsor

COME CELEBRATE!
WEDNESDAY
DECEMBER 8
HOLDAY MASS
to honor 1
Mary,
the Mother of Jesus
12:30 P.M.
Browsing Room
Fr. Philip will
celebrate Mass

r-4-------------

classifieds
FOR SALE
Realistic . Car-Stereo Music
Center , 8
track tape
player / AM - FM stereo radio.
Brand new, still in box. all
mounting . Hardware included .
Asking price $100- $30 less
than Radio Shack. Call Dave at
527: 2744 on campus .

FOR SALE
71 Red VW Super Beetle, auto.
A / C, R&H . excellent condition.
Near school, best offer over
$1400 . 354-2270 .

2 room apartment for rent, 2895285 .

"'

Skis For Sale : Ross ignol 102' s
(195 cm long) with royal eckel
bindings . Good bottoms. Ask ing $50 . Contact Miss
Shiposh in Gymnasium (5272320)

FOR SALE
Six string AR IA guitar . Good
condition. Call after 5 :00, 351 0164 and ask for Rick.

r
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Cagers' Biggest Nemeses: Battling Strong Division Foes
b y Bob Gracz yk

because o f football, should
become a starter before m idseason. Senior Jeff Tiplady, a 6-3
swingman, adds bench strength .

Consistency has reigned for
the past two years i n the New
Jersey State College Conference

D 15

independenl
December 2, 1976

Sp QR TS

in the form of the Glassboro
GLASSBORO STATE - Jack
State College basketball team. . Collins has won championships
The Profs, coached by Jack by playing deli berate offense
Collins, have won back-to-back and tough defense. This year,
conference championships and with another title within reach,
earned two NCAA Division 3 he will move to a running game.
tournament berths.
A big part of the Profs success
Glassboro State should repeat will be the play of 6-2 swingman
as champions, but not before Greg Ackles, an all-conference
William Paterson led by guards standout last year. Ackles, the
Paul Lape and Ken Brown give most complete player in the
them a good race.
league, will probably play guard
Kean College after a disastrous most of the time.
4-20 season last year can't do
Brian Scalise, 6-5, Frank Hudanything but improve. Leading son, 6-5 and 6-3 Arch Tannock
the Squires will be Jerome Hub- make up the frontline.
bard and Vin McDonald, both 6WILLIAM PATERSON - The
4. Joining them up fr ont is Nick Pioneers
possess the best
Yankowicz, a 6-5 center.
backcourt in the league with
Flashy Chuck Raub returns to Lape and Brown.
hold down one guard spot, while
Lape, a transfer from Seton
the other is open. Gary Williston Hall, set a Madison Square
of Edison, out late for the team Garden collegiate record for as-

sists a few years ago. Brown has
been the best guard in t he
conference the past two years.
Barry Glover and Bob Lobban

points per game scorer last year,
is the other.
TRENTON STATE - The Lions
return an experienced frontl ine

1976-1977 BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
COACH: JOSEPH PALERMO
*NJSCAC GAMES
DATE
OPPONENT
Dec.

SITE

1
1
3
7
10
15
20
21

Stockton
Drew
•J.C. State
*Montclair State
*Glassboro State
NJIT
Squire Classic
Squire Classic
28 Brooklyn Tourn.
29 Brooklyn Tourn

VARSITY JV
TIME TIME

H
H
A

8:15

A

8:00

H

8:15

6:30
6:30
6:15
6:30

A

8:00

6:00

8:15

H 6:30 & 8:15
H 6:30 & 8:15

A
A

7:00
7:00

A
A
A
A
A
A
A

8:00

8:00
8:00

6:15

H
H
A

8:15
8:15
8:00

6:30
6:15

Jan.
8
11
13
14
15
19
21
26
29
31

Monmouth
Un ion College
Brookdale CC
Gull Classic
Gull Classic
Rutgers-Newark
*William Paterson
*Ramapo
*Trenton State
Stevens

.

both 6-5 will share the center
spot. George Mueller, a transfer
from Kean College, will be one
forward and Leon Smith, a 13

IIntramural

Sponsored

by the Physical

Department;

Speaker: Dr. Carmen Martucci,
from the Physical Fitness
In stitute, Bucks Count y",
Pennsylvania .
Tuesday, November 30th 1 :30-3:00 p.m. D' Angola Gym Room D125. Call Edith Resnick
for information at 527-2292.

& Club News t

Flag Football
The season concluded last
Sunday as Busche edged the TF's, 24-20, to clinch the league
Championship. Busche, led by
Doug Anderson and Brian
Daniels went through the season
undefeated to finish with a
perfect 6-0 slate. The T-F's tried
hard to upset Busche and create
a three-way tie, but Busche rose
to the occasion and held on to

Team
Busche
Ghetto
Sigma Theta Chi
T-F Residents
Sigma Beta Tau
Nu Delta Pi
Nu Sigma Phi

win, the first Independent
Champion in many years. In
other games, the Ghetto edged
Chi, 32-30 for second place
honors; and .Tau beat Phi 24-18
for their second victory of the
league. The Intramural Office
would like to thank Robert
Neumann, the officials, and all of
the players for a very successful
season .

Flag Football Final Standings
W L Pct Pts for Pts against
6
4
4
3
2
1
0

0 1.000
1 .800
2 .667
2 .600
4 .333
5 .200
6 .000

136
112
156
88
74
88
40

38
75
84

60
130
164
140

Water Safety
The Reti Cross will sponsor a
Senior Life Saving and Water
Safety Instructor course again
this winter. The course will be
held in the Kean College Pool
and is open to anyone in the
college community at no charge.
The course begins on Monday,
January 10 at 7 p.m. The course
meets for most of the term . If you
have any questions, please contact Ms. Nancy Booth at the
Elizabeth Chapter of the
American Red Cross, or call the
Office Of Intramural Activities at
ext. 2229.

STATE

HOCKEY SCHEDULE
Date
Nov.
22
29

Day

Opponent

Rink

Mon. Paterson
Mon. N.J.I.T.

Bergen Mall
Warinanco

Wed. Practice

Branch Brook

Tues. Sufolk College
Wed.F.D.U.
Mon. Paterson
Sat. N.Y. Tech

Racket & Rink
Branch Brook
Warinanco
Twin Rinks

Time
6 p .m .
6 p.m.

Dec.
1
7
8
13
18

11:30 p .m.
- 12:30 a.m .
8:30 p .m.
10 p.m.
6 p.m.
6 p.TTi ... ''m,I\<

Jan.
5-8
9

10
16
19
26

ad

" Holiday Tournament at Wagner. "
Sun. N.J.I.T.
Branch Brook
Mon. N.Y. Tech.
Warinanco
Sun. N.J.I.T.
Branch Brook
Wed. Manhattan
Branch Brook
Wed. Columbia
Riverdale

9
6
9
10
9

Wed. Maritime
Mon. Stony Brook
Sun. Stony Brook
Tues. Cook
Wed. Sufolk College
Wed. Maritime

Branch Brook
Warinanco
Long Island Arena
Peddie
Warinanco
Branch Brook

10 p .m .
6 p .m .
9 p.m.
10 p .rn.
11 p.m.
10 p .m.

Wed. St. Francis

Coney Island Arena

6 p.m .

p.m.
p.m.
p.m .
p.m .
p.m .

Feb.
2
7
13
15
16
23

Volleyball
The Independents won the
League Championship in a
special playoff last Monday
Night. Members of the Championship Team included Carol
Adams, Jennifer Savio, Donna
Woods, Eileen Quigley, Kathy
Shea, Elaine McGrath, Elaine
Carroll, Marie · Duffy, Debbie
Ross, Mary McKenna and Rose
Costello.

ST O CKTO N

Stockton is very experienced upfront with 6-4 Jim Martin , 6-5
lodd Van Hettinga and 6-3 Joe
Kowalski returning.
The backcourt is made upof61 Bob Urie and 6-2 Jim Brennan.

of Juan Jackson (6-3), Jose
Oakley (6-3) and Bill Schmedes
(6-5).
Tom Tideman a 6-7 center and

Mike Griffin scored three attempts, which is tops in the Frank Mosquerra, Mitch Wergoals and Mitch Wernoch added league.
noch.
1 2 3 T
a goal and two assists as the Kean
Kean w ·11 next face a tough N.- Kean
2 1 5 8
College Hockey Team imO O 1 1
pressively beat Wm . Paterson 8-1 J.I.T. team at Warinanco Park Ice Wm . Paterson
Shots On Goal : KEAN 44, PATERat the Bergen Mall last Monday Center.
THREE STARS: Mike Griffin, SON 23
night.
Bob Boylan, John Lang, John •
Primavera, and Scott LeMatty
each scored a goal as Kean won
its third game in seven decisions.
Don Gamberdella also contribued three assists in the winning effort.
Frank Mosquerra was impressive in goal for Kean , turning
away 22 of 23 Paterson shots on
goal.
. Joe Minichetti scored a power
play goal for Paterson's only tally.
l'hoto by Steve Scheiner
It was only the third power play
goal the young Kean team has TOO CLOSE FOR COMFORT: Goalie Bob Brummer finds the
given up this season in 36 going perilous during third period action last week.

Education

'

7:00
7:00

Skaters Slash Wm. Paterson, 8-1

Everybody interested in the
subject is invited to hear, see and
learn about a fantastic physical
fitness program (4 simple exercises performed 4 times a week for a total of 10 minutes).
The astronauts, professional
football and basketball teams
and many organizations utilize
this program. Perhaps we can
organize one at Kean College!

6:00
7:00
7:00

Dan Darth, out of Don Bosco
Tech, add depth.
Sen ior Brian Murphy, · the
point guard, is one starter while
t he other is 5-9 Bob Ryan.
JERSEY CITY STATE - Paul
Weinstein
replaced
Larry
Schiner as coach and looks to 6-2
Brett Wyatt, an all-New Jersey
college division choice last year,
to lead his team.
Mike Mangini and Ed Cooper,
both 6-5, will join Wyatt upfront.
The Gothics may have a guard
problem with Darryl Hatfield the
only definite starter.
MONTCLAIR STATE-Tyrone
Sherrod, a 6-5 forward, is being
counted on heavily by coach
Ollie Gelston. Sherrod , an excellent defensive player, has
really improved his shooting.
Gelston looks to senior John
Manning (6-4) and Reggie
Belcher, a 6-6 center to help in
the front court.
Bobby Washington , out of
Pavl VI , returns from an injury to
be the shooting guard.

Mar.
2

"Then The Playoffs"
are available today in Mrs.
Jackson's office at the International Student's Table, and in
the Office of Intramural Activities. The women will play in
the gym, room D-125 at 1 :40 on
Tuesday, December 7. One
group of men will play in the
bookstore building, and the
other group in Dougall Hall. If
you signed up for the tourney,
you are scheduled to play, so
pick up a schedule and report to
the right place, so you do not
forfeit your match.

Tennis
The Mixed Doubles Tournament came to a close last
week, as Klaus Nemetz and Dot
Holden defeated Rich Wilson
and Joanne Dundon, 6-0, 6-0 to
win the first place prize. Second
place trophies were also
awarded. This Spring, a Singles
Tournament will be held, with
separate men's and women's
divisions.

Friday
Men 's Basketball . .. ... . . . .. . . . ... Jersey City (JV) and (V)
6:30 - A

Saturday

..

Wrestling .. . . . .. .. .. ..... . ..... Brooklyn College N.Y.U .
1:00 - A

Tuesday

Ping Pong
The International Students
Club and ' the Office of Intramural Activnies will co-sponsor a Table Tennis Tournament
on December 7 and 9, during
college free hour. 82 men and
women have signed up for this
event. Tournament schedules

Women's Basketball . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .... Alumni , JV and
7:00 Men 's Basketball . . . . . : . .. . .... . . : ... Montclair JV and
6:15 -

V
H
V
A

Wednesday

I

Wrestling .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . .... ... . . .. . Rioer
.
•
7:30 - A

'-••- - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - :

uf;,
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.Women: The Good. The Bad. and The U~ly

Art Faculty Annual '76
Exhibition Reveals KC Talent
The annual Kean Art faculty
exhibition opens Monday,
December 6 to December 23 at
the College G~ery located in

Pamela Harris, Berkely . Heights,

through Friday 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Special Sunday December 5th
hours from 3 to 6 p.m. will enable
the public to meet many of the
artists. The exhibition of two and
three dimensional works by
twenty-one ·Fine Arts faculty
rev·eal new directions in style,
continuing
experimentation,
interior design problems, projects and environments.
For forty years, Kean College
(formerly Newark State) has
been a leader in arts education,
listing noted painters, sculptors,
printmakers and designer-craftsmen among its faculty. Presently
celebrating its fifth y~ar in the
Arts and Humanities building,
the studio, art history, visual
communications and interior
design programs have continued
to advance to a more professional level, with artist/faculty
becoming increasingly more
diverse.
· This exhibition installation was
designed by the museum
trainees: Mary Beth Borkowski,
Elizabeth, Irma Bo11ey, Wat-

Jennifer Lord, Short Hills, Jean
Schroeter, Chatham, Florence
Tafaro, Maplewood,
James
Vogler, Westfield and Mike
Vorovais, Belleville, under the
guidance of Zara Cohan, Gallery
Dir~ctor. The Art Department
will be glad to accommodate
special groups and individual
visits. Please call 527-2307for further infC)rmation.

Arts Dialogue
Presents
Diana Schmidt Willner
soft sculpture
and
Andrew Willner
wood sculpture
December 7, 1976
VE-115
1 :30 to 3:30 p.m .
Funded by
Townsend Lecture Series

Variety Show Recreated For KC

chung, Donna De Salvo, Union,
Francis Finney, Hoboken, Alice
Abel Franklin, New Vernon,
Suzanne Houston, Middletown,

Vaughn Eames Hall, Monday

December 2, 1976

I

On Tuesday Evening ,
December 14, Kean College will
present the Pax Amicus musicalcabaret entertainment: Woman:
The Good, The Bad And The
Ugly.
This variety show includes
music from Carly Simon,. Joni
Mitchell and other folk and rock
artists, hits from Broadway
musicals, Jules Feiffer cartoonpeople come to life, the poetry
of Emily Dickinson and Edna St.
Vincent Millay, and several more
recent poetesses.
How about the marriage scene

Rockets Not Ready For Trash
(CPS)-Federal officials are
still up in the air when it comes to
disposing of rapidly increasing
radioactive waste materials but ·
they have made one thing
perfectly clear-they won't be
shooting the nuclear wastes into
the sun by rocket ships.
" Rockets just aren't reliable
enough yet for such a thing,"
one energy official told the Wall
Street Journal.
The toxic wastes, such as
plutonium, which must be
isolated - for hundreds of
thousands of years, are fast
becoming a major issue as
nuclear power plants proliferate.
White House officials are currently working on a program to assure the public that r\ldioactive
wastes pose no health problems
but high costs are proving to be a
hangup. Nuclear waste disposal
may cost the country hundreds
of millions of dollars over several
years.

Since rockets to the sun are
out, scientists are studying salt
beds in New Mexico ,
underground rock formations in
the midwest and east and the
ocean floor as sites for possible

from Feiffer's LITTLE MURDERS? local resident' who grew up in
Or Eve seducing Adam back Union, is a graduate of Union
when .. . ? orCatherineof Aragon High School and Montclair State
bringing down the church of and is presently teaching English
Rome in England? It's a show that literature at County College of
has a little bit of everything: Morris, having left ~is high
comedy, drama, music, poetry, · school te.tching career to create
dance. . .and the subject is
Amicus.
Woman in all her splendor and in
Pax· Amicus has its own
all her not-so splendor.
theatre:
a 125 year old neoPax Amicus means · Peace,
Friend, but in Flanders, N.J. it is classical former country church
the home of one of the most in- nestled in the hills of west Morris
novating and exciting theatre County. It was at their theatre in
groups in N.J. In addition to Flanders that this show was
concerts, folk, film and art fes- originally conceived arid staged
tivals, and many cabaret enter- for sell out audiences. It has been
tainments such as "Women," Pax especially restaged for the Kean
Amicus has also produced major college performance.
Wine and cheese will be
theatrical and musical presentations. They include Man Of La served prior to the show and at
Mancha, The Miracle Worker, intermission. The doors will be
Jesus Christ Superstar, Fiddler opened at 6:30 P.M. with the
On The Roof, 1776, Lion In show commencing at 8 o'clock.
Winter, Of Mice And Men, The cost is $1 and will be
Butterflies Are Free and The Fan- presented in Downs Hall. Tickets
are available prior to December
tasticks.
Pax was founded and is 10 in the Student Activities
directed by Stan Barber, a former Center: CC 143.

Pax

r'Z
Cheap Travel · Tips For Students
(CPS)-"Hello mom ...could
you send me a couple of more
· bucks to get home?" The midyear vacation break is here again.
Students are heading into the
final stretch of this part of the
gcademic year. Racing through
libraries, researching those
papers due in October, copying
notes missed by cutting classes
and cracking the books for final
exams. All this with one major

thought in mind-getting out
and on the road home to old
friends and decent meals.
Students who will take to the
air lanes will only experience
slightly cheaper rates if they take
advantage of the Bicentennial
fare being offered by all airlines.
This involves a booking and
ticket pick-up fourteen days
before departure. The only catch
is that you have to wait seven
days before returning to the
original point. But seats are going fast, according to a TWA
reservationist. He says volume is
heavy, especially for those coming into the west seeking the ski

f

IJf/117- t.Er_ TllE
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FREE .FLU SHOT

slopes. The agent also noted
everyone can expect an airfare
increase come January 15.
Those with a little gambling
blood can try Eastern Airlines for
what could turn out to be a free
trip. Eastern bets that they can
book you on any flight due to the
odds of cancellation. If the plane
is filled , they will put you on the
next available flight free of
charge. Ask for the Leisure Class
Service runs .
If you've got time to kill and
can't stand the cramped quarters
of a bus, AMTRAK offers a bit
more comfort, room to move
about and bar cars. Whether
you're on the Broadway Limited,
chugging between New York
and Chicago or the Southwest
Limited cruising from Los
Angeles into Albuquerque and

beyond, your only worry is to
wonder if a call placed to pick
you up at the station.
If time is precious and you still
can't afford the plane there is
always the major bus companies,
uncomfortable as they may be
on long trips. They do stop at .
more cities and towns than a
train or airline and prices are
comparable to or less than
regular train fares.
Still, there are t hose with that
adventurous spirit who wish to
pilot their own way home. Cars
will be turning out on the
highways as early as possible to
beat the traffic jams they never

miss anyway. Students who want
to avoid the ride-board scene
can try a local drive-away courier

or, if they can prove who they are
with a ton of 1.0:, try for a rent-a- •
-car.
The auto-transp.orts are reporting heavy requests but these
drive-away cars are often difficult to catch. Moreover, autotransport companies always
check for a record. Rental car
agencies require a major credit
card as well as a decent bank uccount.
Hitchhiking is usually the last
resort for students lacking other
resources. Most authorities advise against this practi ce,
especially for females. But if this
i~ the track you chose to run on,
contact the state police for hitchhiking laws.

Acid Attacks Library Books
ELIZABETH LOCATIONS
SITES

LOCATIONS

TIMES

Fri. Dec. 3 City Hall
Sat. Dec. 4 I.C.C.
Sun. Dec. 5 City Hall
Sun. Dec. 5 St. Catherines School
Tues. Dec. 7 I.C.C.
Wed . Dec. 8 Bayway Community Ctr
Thurs.Dec. 9 Epworth Church
Fri. Dec. 10 Bayway Community Ctr
Fri. Dec. 10 Epworth Church
Sat. Dec. 11 I.CC.
Sat. Dec. 11 City Hall
Sun. Dec. 12 City Hall
Sun. Dec. 12 Bayway Community Ctr

60 W Scott Place
130 Trumbull St.
60 W Scott Place
1003 North Broad St.
130 Trumbull Street
694 Bayway Ave.
Magie Ave & Stiles St
694 Bayway Ave
Magie Ave & Stiles St
130 Trumbull St.
60 W Scott Place
60 W. Scott Place
694 Bayway Ave

4-8 p.m.

DATES

10 a.m .-5 p.m.
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
10 a.m .-5 p.m.
4-8 p.m.
4-8 p.m.
4-8 p.m,
4-8 p.m.
4-8 p.m.
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
10 a.m.-5 p.m.
10 a.m.-5 p.m.

(CPS)-Colleges and universities with special collections
in their libraries can look
forward to seeing them turn to
dust in the next few decades.
Even books printed in the early
part of this century may be the

Railroads
(Continued from page 1J
look at a model railroad, it may
not seem like much but a layout
with all the work; track work, ·car
work, scenery. There's a tremendous variety so people can
concentrate on one or go on to a
wide range of pursuits." ·
Hours are 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
both days . Refreshments will be
available until 3 p.m. Admission
is $1.50 for adults, and 50 cents
for children under 12. Proceeds
will be used to finance the
Model Railroad Center in the
Union County Park System. For
information, phone any evening
964-9724.

victims of the scourge which attacks high acidity paper.
Modern paper is made from
cellulose or wood pulp, highly
acidic material. Since 1860, when
printers discovered this cheap
method of paper-making and
abandoned rag paper, the pages
of ordinary books have become
brittle, yellow and easily broken.
The average age of a book
printed this century is only 60
years.
.
Cellulose breaks down under
conditions of heat and moisture
and as long as libraries are
heated and built in seasonally
changing climates, books will
suffer the acid ravage. Librarians
agree that . heated stacks in
American libraries have aged
book collections much faster
since the turn of the century.
It's possible to neutralize the
acid in a ·printed page but the
remedy-soaking a cartful of
books in a mist-is expensive ($3
a book) and won't even be
available to most libraries for
another ten years . .

Black Solidarity

by Mosi Chavis

Therearedaysoncollegecampuses throughout the country
when blacks and other minority
students gettogether and devote
their energies toward establishing social and cultural activities that can be shared among
each other in a salutation to
unity, brotherhood, or racial
pride. We here at Kean are no
different in that respect . .On
Thursday night, November 11 ,
1976, the Third World
Movement presented a program
designed to collectively bring
together black students in a spirit
of togetherness and unity.
The program, entitled " Black
Solidarity Day", was held in the
Downs Hall auditorium before a
rather sparsely attended and
disappointingly passive crowd of
students, faculty members, and

guests whom truly did not
receive the spirit and feeling of
the activities that were intended.
The program was well presented
and well organized. The opening
words were · given by TW
President, Christopher Cottle,
who greeted the audience with a
reminder of the worth and
meaning of the program to Kean
College TW community. Then,
the ceremonies began with a
rousing choral recital by Exodus,
the Kean College TW Gospel
Choir, who is under the direction of Peter and Michael
Windsten. After doing a collection of black hymns and
spirituals, the stage was emptied
for the guest speaker of the
evening, Professor
Herbert
Vilikazi, who teaches sociology
at Essex County College in
Newark.
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Dr. Vilikazi is a native of South
Africa and a product of the
racism and " apartheid" pol ides
that exist in that country. He
spoke briefly of his experiences
in South Africa and attempted to
give the audience an inner-perspective of what the real conditions are like for the black man
and woman; A view that may be
over-looked or ignored by the
American news media.
Exodus gave a closing performance . They sang a few roeking and rhythmic melodies that
had the audience clapping and
moving in their seats. It was a
stimulating and appropriate way
to bring the Solidarity Day
program to an end. The two
hours provided a purposeful and
unifying experience for myself as
well as the people who made an
effort to ~ttend.

Booher Corr-mission Test Up.d ate

Mrs. Janice Jackson
by Karen D. Jackson

Mrs. Janice E. Jackson, a Sagittarius, was born and raised in
Newark , New Jersey. She
attended Newark and East
Orange Public Schools. Mrs.
Jackson obtained her Bachelor
of Arts Degree at Montclair State
College, and is presently working towards her Masters Degree
in Theater at Montclair.
Before coming to Kean in 1969,
Mrs. Jackson taught art in the
Newark School System. In addition she worked extensively in
the community through such
programs as the Neighborhood
House.
Mrs. Jackson came to Kean as
an Admissions Recruiter, when
the college decided to place an
·emphasis upon recruiting
minority students. During that
time Mrs. Jackson worked with
Student Activities, and was
selected to fill the opening·of Assistant Director of Student Activities. She has been Assistant.
Director for six years, and enjoys
working in the college atmosphere.
The Office of Student Activities specializes in planning
co-curricular programs, which
are designed to compliment
what goes on in the classroom.
Each lecture, dance program,
poetry reading, concert, theater
trip and various other programs
are products of the Student Activities
Department . The
department supervises the entire
Student Center, and schedules
rooms on campus. Another important function of Student Activities is the assistance it
provides Student Groups ,
someone in the department
works with each Student Group.
Mrs. Jackson works personally
with Third World Movement,
Drama, International Students
Association, and the Barbara
Ann Truffle Scholarship Fund.
The Student Activities
Department is also responsible
for the publicity , which accompan ies ,each program, and
assists academic departments
with the publicity for their
various programs.
Mrs. Jackson feels advertising
is difficult at Kean because it is
primarily a Commuter College,
as she said, " We are always attacking the problem of let.ting
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by Dawn White
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people know what is happening
on campus."
When speaking of being a
black female administrator, Mrs.
Ja ckson reflected that it can be
helpful to be black, it allows entrance into the structure. But she
feels there is very little upward
mobility within the college's administrative structure and this is
usually the reason so many black
administrators move on to other
opportunities.
Mrs. Jackson expressed that
the problems experienced in being black in this society are so
profound she very rarely feels
them as a woman. As she stated,
"The problems we face as black
women are within.ourselves, and
cannot be solved by institutions
or movements, they must be
solved by ourselves as we
interact with our black men and
sons."
Mrs. Jackson stressed that
minority students are not taking
advantage of anything on this
campus, and are not nearly as involved as they should be. "It's
bad enough you don't support
Administration and Faculty, but
you don't support your fellow
students and your organizations
such as The Third World
Movement. So, few students are
doing the work for all."
Mrs. Jackson would like to see
in the black community a
constructive, productive sense
of competition.
• " It's pretty clear if you stay
here long enough a college
degree i.s attainable, but you
should want more than a degree .
You should want to be THE BEST
while getting that degree, and
THE BEST in whatever profession
you enter."
.
Expressions congratulates Mrs.
Janice Jackson for a job well
done, and wishes her luck in all
future endeavors.
0

In May of 1968 Assemblymen
Kean, Kaltenbacher, Dennis,
Wilson, Fiore, Caputo, Richardson, Owens, and others introduced an act, which eventually in. that year, created the
New Jersey Educational Opportunity Fund in the Department of Higher Education. The
program's basic requirements
are that he or she:
• has been a resident of the
state for at least 12 months prior
to receiving the grant.
• will be attending a full time
program leading to a degree at
an approved institution.
• has demonstrated financial
need.
• must complete his or her
course of study within six years.
• must maintain academic
progress and demonstrate a continuous level of academic standing.
If the Booher Commission's

I

proposals are put into effect it
will eliminate the EOF, (The New
Jersey Educational Opportunity
Fund). Instead all applicants who
need financial assistance will
have to take a standardized test
to qualify. Under New Jersey's
present system the Chancellor of
Higher Education and the New
Jersey State Board of Higher

Education
will
establish,
develop, and set criteria for the
test and subsequent levels of
acceptance into the program.
It is evident that this system of
testing as an eligibility requirement will eliminate a high
percentage of low income
students from entering
institutions of higher learning in
New Jersey. In the present
program, the student after
acceptance into the program, is
given extensive remedial
programs in their particular area
of need, preparing them for matriculated courses . If the

proposed program is put into
effect the student must be able
to qualify before he or she is
accepted into the program.
One of the- initial reasons the
EOF program · was established
was to eliminate the very type of
program the commission now
proposes. It was evident to many
educators in 1968 that students
from low income families
(among . which many are
minorities) were not properly
prepared to achieve the necessary SAT scores to enter post
secondary schools. Now it
appears that low income
students will have an additional
test to pass.
Unless there is an extensive
program to prepare (low income) high school applicants for
such a test many students and
educators believe this to be
clearly, racist in nature. The EOF
program has achieved great
progress since its enactment.

EXPRESSIONS NEEDS PEOPLE POWER

Miss Diane Earley
'

much grant or laon aid they can
Ms. Diane Earley graduated receive," when in truth there are
from Armstrong High School in federal guidelines she must
Richmond , Virginia. She adhere to and all students are
received her Bachelors and awarded financial aid according
Masters degrees from Howard to their need for it.
Ms. Earley thinks attitudes of
University in Washington, D.C.
and found this job through a students attending college now
friend who encouraged her to have changed since she comseek employment in the New pleted her studies in 1972. She
York area. After applyi'ng for a believes that students are more
position at Trenton State College concerned with their education
her resume was forwarded to and improving their status as
Ms. Claire Davies, Director of human beings than they are with
Financial Aid at Kean and she has social and political issues, as
were their counterparts of the
been with us since.
In her capacity as Assistant late sixties and early seventies. A
Director of Financial Aid Ms. word of advice Ms. Earley has for
Earley governs the College Work students is, " First, learn the
Study and Student Aid e basics - learn to read, write,
Programs and the Guaranteed speak the language clearly and
Student Loan Program. Since Ms. fluently, and develop a positive
Earley deals directly with mon ies image of yourselves."
Diane Earley is a woman of
students receive, she believes ·
some of them have the notion great
ch a r a ct er
and
that she "arbitrarily makes perserverance to cope, daily,
decisions about whether or not with the likes of us. We thank
they can work , how much and you for caring, Ms. Earley.
how long they can work and how
P:S. Ms. Earley urges all '
by Paulette L. Holland

Photo by Magda Ga/is Menendez

students to apply for financial aid
and the Basic Grants whether or
·not they think they are eligible.
And don' t forget the PCS or SFS.

When Expressions
Appears
Expressions appears inside the
Independent on the last
publication date of each month,
which fs usually on a Thursday.
Look for your next copy of Expressjons on Thursda y, Feb. 24.

L-------------'
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Let's Get To The Point
by Kamau Jackson
Managing Editor
As-Salaam-Alaikum
(Peace Be On You)
Congratulations are in order
to the freshman members of the
Third World Community. In
their first semester here at Kean
they have managed to capture
ten out of twelve · seats on
Student Council and three out of
five positions for Freshman Class
Officers.
Kelly Tanks, Vice President
Dorlene Hariston, Corresponding Secretary
Maria Rios , Recording
Secretary.
Freshman Student Council
Representatives:
Valerie Allen ; Theresa Baskervill; Gregory Floyd ; Thomas
Green; Dorlene Hariston; Louis
Miranda: Agnes Perze; Miria
Rios; Aurora Rodriguez; Kelly
Tanks.
The Third World Community
should and is becoming aware of
the fact that their vote does
matter and can make a
difference. Ask President-Elect
Carter. We must remember that
getting someone into office is
just a step in producing change.
We must then mi\ke sure thatthe
person is accountable to the
people and that they do everyth-

Letters
To The
Editor

ing in their power to meet the
needs of the people.
Third World peoples mLtst
begin to take a leadership role in
the struggle for social justice. We
must begin to develop a model
of social equality that will be
copied by the entire world. We
who have been treated less than
equal should have a better
understanding of equality. After
all who has had more injustice Dear Editor,
On my way to the Student
than just-us.
Let us hope that as we ac- Center one morning, I was
cumulate power and influence slapped in the face. No, not by a
that we are motivated to use it to person but a sight, a sign hanging
correct the imbalances and bring on a tree " Slave Auction " sponabout needep · changes· in sored by the class of 1978. The
society. Let us not become like . heat rushed to my face - ' not in
the farm animals in, "Animal 1976- they can't be serious.' Why
Farm," that after revolting was I so angry? My ancestors in
against the farmers began to take this country were slaves.
I mentioned it to a couple of
on the same characteristics and
people,
but their reactions were
• mannerisms that they had objected to. What we have to be mild, it's only in fun. Have fun
about is change not a reversal of but not at the expense of Black
Folk 's history. I find nothing
roles.
During the sixties we thought humorous about the subject. I
we could bring about change by am also not given to Melo-drama
tearing down the system . The but the slave auction was an inspirit of change is still with us in sult to a portion of the
the seventies but we realized population on this campus,
that what we must do is become realized or not. It appears that
constructive rather than des- the awareness level at Kean
tructive. The seeds of our efforts should be dealt with readily and
severely.
are beginning to bear fruit.
Perhaps nothing derogatory
Ma-Salaam
(Good-bye in Peace) was intended, nevertheless the
impact was still there. Another
title would have been more appropriate, perhaps "Queen or
King for a Day". The sixties are
still with us, the 1860's as well as
the 1960's. Too many men and
women
sacrificed
country,
culture, mind and their lives to
see those words and what they
represent erased. How quickly
we forget our own 400 hundred
year old ' Peculiar Institution,'

Slave

Auction

Editorial
On Sunday of this week President-elect Jimmy Carter and his
wife announced that their daughter Amy will attend public
school. One's reply to this report might be . .. So what ! It does
not mean anything! I do not make any inferences as to what
frame 'of niind Mr. Carter was in when he made his decision to
send his child to public school. We could ask any number of
questions. Is it his daughter's education he really has in mind?
Does he think this move will make the American people feel
that their President perceives himself to be, "one of the
people." Is he trying to convey the thought that, even though
he is Pres ident his kid can still go to a public school? (I am the
President but I, like you, am still just folk.) Thus, making the
public feel that they share some common ground. Does he
wish to create the feeling of public accessibility to the high office of the Presidency? Is this just another means of gaining
public sentiment and support? We will not speculate , because
we may never know the real motives behind Mr. and Mrs.
Carter's decision.
In making their decision the Carters have decided to divert
from a long established Presidential tradition of sending their
children to private schools . If a child has attended public
schools all her life, the act of placing that child in a private
school once the family reaches the White House, implies, in
subtle ways, that a President's child is different or better than
the average American parents child . It is evident that being the
child of a President is something special. That child enjoys a
privileged position and all the adornments that come with it.
However, this does not change the nature of that individual.
The environment has changed but she is still " people." If Mr.
Carter were a drunkard or a non-supportive father Amy would
still be his child and she would enjoy or suffer from whatever
accompanied her father's position. Neither her status in life or
that of her father could change the fact that she is, still
" people."

Germany not far behind and
South Africa TODAY.

From ,
Elease Jenkins .

A Job
Well Done
I want to take this opportunity
to congratulate you and your
staff on the first edition of Expressions. It was an excellent
paper and a welcomed extension
of the Third World Movement. It
was done with a great deal of
professionalism and excellent
taste. I was especially proud
when the Independent opened
their arms and welcomed Expressions to their shelves . It is a
great feeling to know that others
appreciate the great effort that is
put out and are willing to work
along with you.
As I write this-letter, I'm waiting for the Student Organization
Council to approve or disapprove the appropriation needed
to continue Jhis necessary addition to the campus community. I view this as one of the
Battle
most important and best
8080, Steven Vaughn
programs that Third World has
Karl Lindner, Edward Harwelik ever had and I only hope that
Two Moving Men, Arthur council sees the necessity cf this
Wheeler, Kamau Jackson
form of communication, as the
Director, Dr. Peggy Dunn
Third World community, the
Assistan t Director, Kathy Baker Finance Board, and others do,
Technical Director, Kamau and pass this proposal
Jackson
unanimously.
Stage Manager, Michael GrifChristopher Cottle
fin
President
Prop Crew, Ruth lively, Head,
Third World
Lauren Parnes
Movement Org~n ization
Lighting Crew, Valerie Dupree
Set Crew, Paulette Holland
Make-up, Stella Brown, Head, .
Vicki Bostic
Opin ions expressed in the
Poster and Program Design,
signed
c o lu mns o f this
Keith Smith
publication are not necessarily
Ticket Sales, Shelly Johnson
reflective of the opinions of the
House Manager, Joanne
editors. Furthermore, anything
Williams
·
printed within, unless clearly
The play is now in rehearsal,
noted, is not to be construed as
and is shaping up to be a perofficial policy or opinion of Kean
formance, no _o ne will want to
College
of New Jersey.
miss.

Raisin In
The Sun
by Ruth Lively
People With Good Intentions
will be presenting Lorraine
Hansberry's A Raisin In The Sun
on December 9, 10, and 11 , 1976
in Vaughn Eames 118. Tickets will
go on sale November 29th until
December 8th in the TPA box office. The price of the tickets for
students with I.D. is $1 .00, $2.00
without I.D.
_
The play is set in the late S0's
and evolves around life for a
Black family living on the
Southside of Chicago. The cast of
characters are :
Ruth Younger, Patricia Joyner
Travis Younger, Darrin Holland
Walter Lee Younger, James
Michael Brown
Beneatha Younger, Deborah
Loftin
.
Lena Younger (Mama), Ali
Reynolds
Joseph Asagai, Thomas Wells
George Murchison, Anthony

For those who snarled and said that Mr. Cater's move does
not mean anything, dwell on this: A thought that is very basic
and fundamental to the American philosophy of government is
that all men are created equal. No man should be deprived of
his citizenship or human rights. Many Americans, especially
minorities, have long found that even the crumbs from the
ideal of full freedom, justice and equality constantly elude
them.
The purpose of this writing is not to applaud Mr. Cater's
motives, which I am most certainly una~are of. Do not attempt
to fi nd a motive, it may some day reveal itself. I do not propose
to make any predictions about the Carter administration or the
effects it will have on the American people. That it was Mr.
Carter who-chose to send his child to a public school may or
may not prove significant in the relationship between President
and country . (Is he attempting to improve this relationship?)
The particular significance that I wish to focus on runs deeper
than the Carter's decision . It underlies the very basis of human
dignity that sho~ld be ringing in the minds of Third World and
all people ; the realization of one's self worth . The purpose of
this editorial is to remind all Third World people especially, that
you are a strong and beautiful people with much potential. You
are by nature an heir to all the freedoms of life. Do not submit
to the stifling effects of the myth of inferior. Do not cheat
yourself by allowing another man to define who and what you
are.
There is a special significance in human dignity not only for
TW people but for all Americans, and for every man, woman
and child that liyes.
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Fo-r Colored Girls

Festac '77
by Stephen Abisuga

A Review by

Jan Jat:kson
Ntozake Shange's drama "for
Colored Girls . .." is one of the
most . arousing-disturbing-unburdening experience that I
have had in theatre. "For
Colored Girls. . ." is, without
question, the most powerful
dramatization of poetry that I
have
ever
experienced
anywhere. What seems to be
autobiographical poetry by this
twenty-eight (28) year old Black
poetess/playwright is skillfully
combined with song, chant,
creative gesture, and dance to
create a trenchant choreopoem. Seven Black actresses
relate the stirring poetry and
physicalize the familiar experiences that have been shared
by millions of Black wom·en for
hundreds of years. The drama 's
themes of identity crises,
childhood remembrances, abandonment, escape, rape, abortion, self-hatred, and survival are
presented as by-products of a
complicated being that is shared
in part by many, but is, in its
totality, unique to Black women.
It is not important that
Ntozake Shange's very real testimony be understood by all who
experience it. Neither, is it important that this drama be
defended as a possible "put
down" to Black men. It is only
important that these experiences
are shared. Perhaps all Black
women do not completely
understand their own existences. As for the assessment of
this possible "put down", it is the
exclusive and private responsibility of Black women and
men who fully understand.
In a New York Times interview,
Ntozake Shange speaks of "an
incredibly antf-female aura" that
has existed in Black Arts. Too
many Black women have painfully vivid recollections of the

"emasculating",
self-destruct ive "Matriarch" image
propagated by the media in the
'60's. Our images have never
been compatible with white
standards for femininity. We
have been less "charming" and
"attractive" because our worlds
have existed in the cruel and
challenging ghetto rather than in
a suburban fairytale. Also in the
Times article , Ntozake Shange
states, " I th ink that we have been
living on so little emotionally for
so long that somebody forgot
that because you never have it,
don't mean you didn 't need it."
Whenever Black women are

" put down", and begin to doubt
their responses and their
choices, they need to be sustained and renewed with
symbols and momentos of a
collective experience. Ntozake
Shange ritualizes the experiences of Black women. She
brings harmony and balance to
the less than desirable, one sided
image of black women that has
dominated the literature of the
past.
Ntozake Shange is most recently from San Francisco, where she
first read her poetry in local bars,
and began publishing her pieces
in the "Shameless Hussy Press."
Before living in San Francisco,
Sister Shange received a Masters
degree from the University of
Southern California at Los
Angeles. She also gr.a duated with
honors , from Barnard College.
Ntozake Shange is a native of
Trenton, New Jersey. She is the
daughter of Dr. Paul T. Williams
and Mrs. Eloise Williams.
Just a few months ago,
Ntozake Shange .was presenting
"For Colored Girls. . ." in
Demonte's, an out-of-the-way
bar on Third Avenue in New
York's Village . Then Woodie
King Jr. was instrumental in moving her choreopoem to the
Henry Street Settlement's New
Federal Theatre. There "For
Colored Girls..." was discovered
by the Broadway producer,
Joseph Papp. Mr. Papp movt!!d
Ntozake Shange's work to the
Public Theatre and then to the
Booth Theatre on Broadway.
I sincerely hope that theatre
will be blessed with a prolific
career for this incisive new
_playwright. Ntozake Shange's increasing following can look
forward to her soon to be
published novella "Sassa.frass"
and a second play commissioned
by Joseph Papp, "A Photograph:

A Still Life with Shadows/ A
Photograph: A Study of
Cruelty."

1. washers and dryers that do
not work.
2. noise - stereos to loud.
3. roaches
4. Dirty rugs .
Something new this year is
monthly inspection of the
apartments. This is done to keep
the apartments from being a
total mess at the end of the year
and to keep the cost of fixing

The Second World Black and
i\frican Festival of Arts and
Culture will be held in Nigeria
from January 15 to February 12
next year. The principal aims of
the festival, which will be the first
of its kind and will attract the
largest gathering of black people
in the annals of history are:
. • . To en'sure the revival,
resurgence, propagation and
promotion of Black and African
cultural values and civilization.
• To present black and African
culture in its widest and highest
conception.
• To bring ho light the diverse
contributions of black and African peoples to science,
technology , invention and
civi Iization.
• To promote better intern at ion a I and interracial
understanding.
History is filled with outstanding contributions that black
men ha.ve ·made. The empires of
Mali, Shongai, Ghana, Bautu,
Benin and Bornu, to mention just
a few, are examples of the rich
cultural heritage as well as the
organizational and administrative ingenuity of the black man.
Two famous Africans, lbun
Kaldun and lbun Batuta, distinguished themselves as great
philosophers long before the
advent
of
conventional
education . Other great Africans
who have immortalized · their
names through their inventive
and artistic prowess, will be
highlighted at the festival.
The festival will feature twelve
major exhibitions covering not
only the probable origin of man
in African but also the subsequent evolution , cultural
development ,
migration
patterns, cultural exchanges and
the influence of Africans and
relegated groups all over the

News Briefs

Africa, November-Joshua Nkomo, a leader of the Afworld, throughout the history of
rican National Council , and
man. There will be a colloquium
Robert Mugabe, a political
on "Black Civilization and Eduspokesman for guerrilla
ucation." Contributions will be
forces in Rhode sia have
from a wide spectrum of men
demanded the transfer of rule
and women from participating
from the white Rhodesian
countries, communities and
minority by Prime Minister
liberation movements.
Ian D. Smith to the black maThe United States, with her
jority by Dec. 1, 1977. Britain,
large
population
of
black
the
chairman of the
people, estimated at 35 million,
conference on the future of
has the second largest black
Rhodesia sets the date for
population in the world after
total independence by March
Nigeria. As such, she is expected
1, 1978. She contends
to make immense contributions - however , that if the
to the festival.
·
constitutional processes can
The president of the North
be completed within the next·
American Zonal Committee of
year, the date can be moved
the festival and chairman of the
up to Dec. 1, 1977.
Department of Art of Howard
***
University, Dr. Jeff Donaldson,
Washington,
has said that about 2500 parNovember-The House
ticipants are expected to leave
Select Committee on Asthe United States next January
sassinations, which was·
for the festival. The festival will
created in September , has
also provide a great opportunity
·begu·n to investigate the
for most people who sometimes
murders of President John F.
dream of visiting Africa, but are
Kennedy and the Rev. Dr.
conscience of the cost, to tour
Martin Luther King, Jr. The
the continent. I would warn
House, .,t hirteen years after
the Kennedy murder and
those who go on the trip, who
eight after King' s, has decided
have the stereotypes about Afto act. The committee wili
ricans that they go about in the
attempt to answer: Did Lee
.street shaking hands with
Harvey Oswald act alone in
elephants and lions, and who exkilling President Kennedy?
pect to bump or boggie-down
Did James Earl Ray act alone in
with a gorrilla, not to be disapkilling Dr. King?
pointed.
Adequate arrangements and
***
Washington,
Novaccommodations have been
ember-The New York Times
made -to ensure that all parreported that in trying to
ticipants and visitors are well
make good on a campaign
taken care of in terms of hotels,
pledge,
President-Elect
catering, transportations and
Jimmy Carter has instructed
other facilities. For further inhis aides to find a "represenformation you many contact the
tative mix " of peoples to fill
International Student Ascabinet positions. The Times
sociation (Kean College Branch)
quoted Hamilton Jordan , who
and the Consulate General of
is head of the operation as
Nigeria, at 575 Lexington
saying, 'You'll see a cabinet
Avenue, New York. Attending
with people from all over the
this event is worth giving some
country-women,
men ,
consideration.
people of different races ,
people of different philosophical views.'

Good Living
With useful tips on:
• Diet
• Nutrition
• Healthful Remedies
• and an assortment of other
,items of concern to your physical
and spiritual well being!
Peace !

Welcome readers to our
second Fall edition of ExpresAbbey Lincoln asked in here·s- sions and also the second edition
say of the '60's, " Who will revere of the new and innovative
the Black woman?" Ntozake column, " Good Living". As I
Shange begins to answer this mentioned in the previous
Living" is
question " for ·colored girls," we edition , "Good
intended to be an informative
will first revere one another!
column , geared towards bringing you, the reader, helpful
and useful bits of knowledge on
items such as proper diet, nutrition,
natural
and
herbal
remedies, exercises in breathing
and meditatio·n, and a host of
other items to benefit your
them down. Beth Nippes, a
physical and spiritual evolution.
resident of Barlett Hall says,
It is also my supreme hope and
" monthly inspections are good
desire that some of the inbecause many residents abuse
formation included in this montheir privileges and these abuses
ths column, as the ones to follow,
can be caught and taken care of
will prove to be enlightening
before permanent damage is
enough for some folks to pracdon." Another complaint that - tice and utilize these tips for their
many residents have is about the
personal benefit.
security guard on duty at night ineach of the dorms. Many
The matter that I want to deal
residents feel that presenting an with for this issue involves not
ID at your own home is unneces- only students living in the dorsary. They are aggravated at the mitories here at Kean , but also
thought of having to present an the thousands of commuter
ID to a security guard at their, students as well as those persons
" own home." However, it is whom this paper reaches outside
necessary to point out that all the college environment . You
residents do not have the same might say that th is matter has a
view. Anita Paynter, a freshman universal connotat ion to it,
resident of Bartlett Hall says, because it concerns someth ing
" The overnight guard is truly a that is common to us all - our
security blanket when I close my diets. We are living in a world
eyes at night." To many residents that is very hectic in its pace, with
the guard has instilled a sense of events happening so sponsecurity within the dorm area.
taneously and quickly t hat we

Life in the Dorms
The general feeling among
dorm residents is that dorm living is a real experience! There is
more to this experience than first
moving in and moving in and
moving out. After going through
a period of adjustment, if in fact
you ever do adjust to three girls
or guys you know nothing about,
the feeling· is that living with
anyone would be easy. Dorm life
could not exist without com plaints from the residents, such
as :
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tend to get caught up in its
process and lose consciousness
of what we are doing to our
bodies and minds in the interrum. In this rat-race, one of the
more important things that we
neglect is our consumption of
healthy foods that our bodies
need in order to function.
The climate that we live in and
our life habits (work, sports, sex)
play an important part in establishing our needs for individual diets. All of us differ
somewhat biochemically. No
one dietary discipline can be
ideal for everyone. This is
especially true because food is
powerful medicine. Some of us
have more impurities in our
systems than others and need
more cleansing foods that break
up blockages of dead energies.
In such cases , raw fruit and fresh
fruit juices are often the proper
prescription.
Once you have the negatives
under control and are fairly
clean inside, then you can begin
a 'conscious acceleration of your
food program by rebalancing the
proportion of "live" raw foods in
relation to the cooked food you
eat. When a vegetable is cooked,
a major part of its life is destroyed
by heat; enzymes, vitamins, and
minerals . Properly cooked ·
(steamed) vegetables, however,
are more easily assimilated and
digested tha·n overcooked ones
and are extremely necessary to
the average diet.
Today, we live in a somewhat
alien environment, within and
without. Cleansing, then, is a
necessary process for health and
growth. The life and dead food
balance must be properly mair.tained for the cleansing to take

place. As the energy of your
body is in constant cha_nge, the
foods that you eat must change
as well.
In the winter, you .need more
heat · producing food, which is
also conducive to the storage of
energy in your body , as your
body energies are directed
inward in cold weather. The
summer, when your body
energy tends to flow to the surface, is a good time to clean out
and release poisons that have accumulated during the winter.
Therefore, you should eat in
relation to the seasons . I will
provide you with a chart that
breaks down the types of foods
t hat you should eat during cer- •
tain seasons. I hope that it will
prove to be useful and helpful
for your persona I dietary
regulation .

Oct.-March
30% wholegrains, with some
seeds, nuts, and nut butters .
30% steamed or sauteed
vegetables
20% raw vegetables
20% animal foods, and a little
fruit mostly dried

April-Sept.
30% raw vegetables
30% raw fruits
20% grain and animal foods,
nuts, nut butters and seeds .
20% steamed vegetables.

Hottest Days
70% raw vegetables
30% fruits .
In the next edition of Expressions, I will elucidate on a topic
that is probably foreign to most
of you, but significant to all
whom are ready frn:. it - the advantages of a meatless or
vegetarian diet.
Health and Happiness
Mosi Chavis
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You Don't Say
by Arthur Wheeler
The corner is symbolic in terms
of the educational elevation of
those who are not aware of its
significance may appear to be
just a haven for those who have
nothing else to do with .their
time. When dealing with
situations where you have no
prior knowledge one must not
take all rumors and stereotypes
to be synonymous with truth.
What should be dealt with is the
truth of the subject hopefully
from someone who has had experience. The Corner to those of
us who are aware of its
significance and have dealt with
it on an integral basis give it a pet
name. This pet name is UOTS, or
the University of the Streets.
The University deals- with all
aspects of the educational
process including Streetology,
rf.f.:hology (avoidance of conflict), Speech (which deals with
mastering black dialect), and
Physical Education (which deals
with runn ing, fisticuffs, and self
defense) . The classes at the
University cannot be cut like
classes in other major colleges.
You gain an extreme amount of
Field knowledge in that you are
in the environment and not
dreaming up a perfect book setting. Those on the outside looking in, as well as those who have
graduated from the street
school , have a tendency to think
that they can make it in the world
just by book knowledge. This is a
bad way to think and it could
well have a meaning of doom for
black people in the future.
As we go on the path of
becoming intellectual we have a
habit o f making the text book
our bible. As we go through this
phase we tend to look at everyt_h-

Mr. Vega graduated from
ing through a complex system. Jersey City State College with a
At the same time we are losing degree in education . Before
our knowledge of common coming to Kean he was emsense. We are not asking the sim- ployed at Jersey City State as an
ple questions that we were as- OSP (EEO) counselor. He also
king in the sixties. We " know" ' worked briefly in Bilingual
why those situations went down Education in Newark grammar
because -we learned about them
schools. Mr. Vega has been at
in our intellectual classes. We
Keari since 1973. He was hired,
used to talk about society treatinitially, as a recruiter ana ading us bad. If we will be truthful missions officer. His official title
we will have to admitthat it is our
is, " Assistant Director of Adown that are treating us bad. Is it
missions." However, he has since
that we can only solidate on
seen his role expanding. Mr.
Solidarity Day? Is it that we must
Vega is in charge of all students
only be thankful on that holiday?
entering the bilingual program ,
along with transfer and foreign
If we th ink that because we are
student applicants.
in- college and those who are not
Mr. Vega is of Puerto Rican
do not possess in_
t elligenc~ we descent and is very proud of his
deserve a holiday of our own. If heritage. Thus, he is very
so, then I suggest a holiday that conscious of, and sensitive to the
we should all celebrate. It would needs of the bilingual student.
be a unique holiday. It would be He administers the, " Prueba De
celebrated everyday. The name Aptitud
Academica ",
on
of the holiday would be Fools December 11 , at 9:30, every year
Day. On that day we could devise at Kean. The test is comparable
the intelligence test that the folks to the SAT administered to high
have used on o y r people. We school students, but is given in
would see that we are indeed Spanish. This is only a part of M L
fools to get lost in the maze of Vega 's efforts to make the tranthe same system that we are try- sition from high school to
ing to avoid. At the same time we college easier for bilingual
are afraid to admit the truth. We
students.
have become a very part of the
Mr. Vega places strong emsystem that we had once phasis on the " cultural shock"
attempted to alter. We just are and " loneliness" that bilingual
under the guise· of college
and foreign students experience
students. That in itself is an elite
upon introduction to the college
group. We consider ourselves environment. Mr. Vega believes
better than the folks back home . that two of the biggest problems
and on the other hand we do not that bilingual and for«:!ign
think that we are good as those ·students face are coping with
who instruct us. So in essence we middle class values and their
are a middle class who cannot misunderstanding of American
get to the top and do not want to or campus life. Consequently, he
go back to the bottom. So we are believes that it is necessary to
neither a hinderance or a help, alleviate as many of the problems
we are just stagnant. If you give as possible . Mr. Vega has a feel:
that some thought, it is not cool.
ing for the many troubles that
bilingual and foreign students
have. Thus, he finds himself acting not only as an admissions officer but also as a social
coun·selor; schooling students in
social adjustment to an unfamiliar environment.
Mr. Vega advises all students in
the bilingual program to learn as
much English as possible while in
that program. He acknowledges
that the transition from the two

Alpha Phi Alpha
On December 4, 1976, the
brothers o f Alpha Phi Alpha
Fratern ity will celebrate its
Founder's Day. Seventy years
ago to the day, A lpha Phi Alpha ,
the first Blac k Greek Fraternity,
came into existence. It started
with on ly seven b lack students,
referred to as Jewels, who felt
they wanted the right to think
and develop in an age of lynching and segregation. The Jewels
decided as a group to stimulate a
situation that would make their
stay in this environment more
successful. However, to a greater
extent they wanted to answer the
call of the black intellectual, for
insistence upon the right of
Negroes to have and express
ideas. Within a few years the idea
of the Jewels spread to other
campuses. Soon chapters were
sprouting-up all over the nation.
Today there are hundreds of
chapters spread out, not only in
this nation, but abroad as well.
Chapters of the Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity can be found in the
Caribbean, Africa , Germany, and
many other distant lands.
One of Alpha Phi A lpha's most
celebra ted accompl ishments is
its co ntinuous role in serving the
pu blic w hen service is needed.
In, its seventy year history the,
"Alphc1" organization and its
men have been credited with a
countless number of humane

Mr. Vega

acts. Some of the names include:
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., Paul
Roeberson, Whitney M. Young,
Dick Gregory, Honorable
Thurgood Marshall, Honorable
Adam Clayton Powell, Jesses
Ownes,
Honorable
Edward
·Brook , Honorable Charles
Rangal , Honorable Roland
Dellum, Henry Parks, Ralph Metcalfe, Ray Woods (Mutual Black
Network) , Duke Ellington ,
Ramsey
Lewis and Jim
McMillian.
Now it is 1976, and all brothers
have something to prove to
themselves and those they serve.
With many problems facing us,
our chapter has an obligation of
service to our community.
Although we are few in_
numbers, we carry the thought
that one is the majority and a
feeling that we are too young to
die of passivism. In the final
analysis, we know that we will
not be judged by the
organization we d id or did not
belong to, but by the service we
gave our fellow man. We ask t hat
you pray for us and for all those
organizations that bri ng forty the
talent of men and w omen.
Peace,
Thom Moyd, Pres.
Iota Rho Chapter
Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity
,I
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Strive
Roads are bumpy,
Hills that are rocky,
Sweat pouring rapidly,
I am tired.
Step by Step
Steeper it gets
For I am approaching the top
It's impossible for me to stop
Life is full of success
Life is full of failures
To Strive for that star
You have to follow that star

by Gail L. Johnson

Follow Me
Love
follow me,
and I shall take you away from
unhappiness and hate. We shall
go where no other has been. We
shall be together in the quiet of
the night with green trees and
br ight f lowers arou nd us. W e
shall discover each other and in
our own world. Then the sun will
rise, the morning ~ill break and
our dreams will disappear.
By Brenda White
B.K.A.

Sweet Tete

Ph oto by Magda Ga/is M enendez

year bilingual program into complete English speaking program
can be a rough one. He asserts
that bilingual students should
attempt to get as many " A's" as
possible while still in the
program because of this perplexing transition period. Mr.
Vega also admonishes all
students to avail themselves of
the assistance that many advisors
and administrators are willing to
give them.
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Third
World
Movement
In the fall of 1969, concerned
black students formed the
Collegiate for Black Action
(C.B.A.), as an aim towards unify-

-ing black students at Newark
State College. Its formation
began as a result of developing
and enriching the educ~tional,
social, and cultural aspects of
blacks oh · campus, ·adherfng to
the needs of the overwhelming influx of black students in 1968,
due to the inception of the Exceptional Educational Opportunities Program (E.E.O.). The
development of such an
organization was of vital importance to black students, giving them a · sense of purpose
toward becoming an established
part of the college community.
Later, over a two and a half
(2½) year span, C.B.A. adjusted
to the increasing enrollment of
other minority students, particularly the large enrollment of
Puerto Rican students , by
developing new programs
geared mainly toward the
different cultures of its newly
added members, now meeting ·
the needs of all minorities on
campus.
With the additional responsibilities of providing
programs for a more diverse
membership, C.B.A. was faced
with the task of restructuring and
changing of its name. In early
April of 1972, the membership of
Collegiate for Black Action voted
to adopt and take on the new
name of The Third World ·
Movement Organization.
The purpose of Third World
Movement
Organization
is
divided into two folds . The first is
,o unify all minority students at
Kean College. In doing so, it
hopes to make its members
aware of the different lifestyles
that exist among the Third
World. At the same time, it hopes
to bring to the campus a new experience to all non-Third World
people, which brings into fold
our second purpose. This is to
provide such cultural ,
educational , and social , as well as
political programs that will help
in the enlightenment of our
members as well as nonmembers to the cultures of the
Third World .

Massacre of Ponce
by Hector Feliciano
In February 1936, Colonel
Riggs, the Assistant Chief of the
Intelligence Service of the
United States and mortal enemy
of the Nationalist Part was killed.
Hiram Rosado and Elias Beaucjamp were arrested for his death
and according to certain versions
of the incident, were slain at
General Police Headquarters.
At their funeral , Albizu Campos, (the leader of thE; Nationalist
Party) again in vibrant speech
swore an oath of vengence ·
against the government. A
demonstration was held in
Utuado to protest the death of
these men which resulted in
another clash with the police, in
which one man was killed and
another wounded.
The grand jury of the Federal
Court of the District of Puerto
Rico issued the report on the existence of a conspiracy to overthrow the Government of the
United States by force of arms.
Albizu Campos was charged
along with several other
Nationalist leaders with organizing to incite violence. The accused were arrested and tried.
The first trial failed to reach a
decision and dissolved. A second
trial was held and the Nationalist
were sentenced to a prison term
of from six to ten yea rs, t o be
served in the Penitentiary of
Atlanta.
The country was moved
deeply,
a
series
of
demonstrations followed and
continent-wide campaign waS'
organized for their release from
prison . The Governor stopped a

march on behalf of the prisoners,
in which people from all over the
island were to parade the streets
of
the
island . Public
demonstrations were strictly
prohibited , and even the
cemeteries where Nationalists
were buried were ordered to be
closed, to prevent flowers from
being placed on the graves of the
dead. In one town the mayor
granted authorization for a
peaceful demonstration . Governor Winship adopted extreme
security measures ordering the
police to qo the same, and then
an hour -before the parade was
scheduled to begin he ordered
the mayor to_cancel the permit.
The police chief, the mayor, and
Nationalist leaders held a quick
and hasty meeting in which
nothing was agreed upon. The 1
Nationalists insisted upon parading and so they began peacefully
through an atmosphere belied
by the presence of one hundred
and fifty armed policemen.
As the Young Cadets of the
Republic, a Nationalist youth
organization, ma·rched toward
the town - square, Captain
Soldevilla ordered them to halt.
The marchers looked to thefr
leaders for instruction but never
had time to hear the reply. A shot
was fi red . Panic captivated
ever-y one a s burs ts o f
machineg un fire swept the
square for fifteen minutes. The
result of this was n·ineteen dead
and over one-hundred
wo unded, including spectators.
About one-hundred and fifty
demonstrators were arrested.
This is known as the "Massacre of
Ponce."

